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ABSTRACT
Identification of System Parameters for End Milling Force Simulation with Tool and
Workpiece Compliance 
by
Min Hyong Koh 
University of New Hampshire, December, 2012 
Degree Adviser: Barry Fussell
A Smart Machining System being developed at UNH has the potential to produce 
high quality machined parts in minimum time. Integral to the success of this system is the 
ability to accurately simulate cutting forces. In this current work, a time-domain milling 
simulation is developed with a tool-workpiece compliance model to predict dynamic 
cutting forces. The simulation computes milling forces, tool deflections, and workpiece 
vibration (surface waviness).
The accuracy of the simulation depends on finding reliable system parameters. In 
this work, an end milling parameter identification method is developed using linear 
predictive coding (LPC) and Extended Kalman Filtering. The milling simulation model is 
validated by comparison of simulation and experimental forces for a variety of end 
milling cuts. In-cut and out-of-cut damping is shown to be significantly different, and 
must be considered in the simulation model. This milling force simulation is shown to 




Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining has been developed to obtain 
high material remove rate without significant part error. In order to achieve this end, the 
effect of cutting forces and dynamic tool deflection must be considered. One obstacle to 
achieving this goal is the presence of chatter, which can lead to significant part error. 
Chatter is caused by significant dynamic deflections of the tool system. This research 
focuses on achieving a better understanding of the dynamic structures' deflection, as it 
affects chatter, by the development of a cutting force simulation model which includes 
tool-workpiece compliance. ^
The stability lobe diagram (SLD) was developed in order to determine the 
stability of the cutting process [1, 2]. However, the SLD has two major limitations: 1) it 
only provides a "global" idea of the stability, since it computes the cutting stability at a 
certain cutting point instead of an entire cutting region and 2) it does not consider 
variability in the model parameters such as stiffness, damping, and natural frequency. In 
order to consider the model parameters changes and achieve "local" stability, a time- 
domain milling simulation has been developed for calculation of regenerative force and 
dynamic deflections with the given cutting conditions and tool geometry [1-3]. Since the
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workpiece system is often much stiffer than the tool system, general milling simulation 
considers only tool dynamic deflections, using constant parameters.
The regenerative milling forces, tool deflections, and workpiece vibration 
(surface waviness) can determine the milling stability and chatter development. Therefore, 
in this research the tool-workpiece compliance model is included in the simulation. The 
fact that the process damping ratio (in-cut) is significantly different from the dynamic 
damping ratio (out-of-cut) due to tool/workpiece engagement, has been considered in the 
development of the simulation.
Simulation of the regenerative cutting forces, tool/workpiece vibration, and 
surface waviness requires the identification of both the tool and workpiece system 
parameters, i.e. damping ratio, natural frequency, and stiffness. Force measurements are 
used to obtain these system parameters. For the workpiece, a bed dynamometer (Kistler), 
which is mounted under the workpiece, is used to measure cutting forces. These forces 
are affected by the workpiece and dynamometer behavior during the cutting. A Smart 
Tool is used to obtain force measurements acting on the cutting tool. This tool has strain 
gauges on the tool holder shank and transmits force data wirelessly to a PC [4, 5]. The 
measured force from this sensor is affected by the dynamics of the tool and tool holder.
The dynamic parameters of the tool and workpiece systems are identified from 
both force sensors and are used for the simulation. In this research, from the measured 
force vibrations such as the out-of-cut and in-cut vibrations, linear predictive coding 
(LPC), which predicts the pole-zero location [6], is used for identification of dynamic 
damping ratio and natural frequency (out-of-cut) and process damping (in-cut).
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Additionally, the dynamic stiffness of the tool and workpiece systems is approximated 
from their static stiffness, determined when the CNC machine is stationary.
The simulation model developed in this research is validated for a variety of 
cutting conditions using the experimentally obtained system parameters. Validation is 
determined by comparing simulated force measurements to the experimentally measured 
forces in terms of the maximum peak force and force frequency content. In addition, the 
possibility of chatter prediction for a given maximum axial depth of cut has been 
evaluated.
The out-of-cut profile, i.e. tool not engaged with the workpiece, is the vibration ' 
signal. The in-cut force profile includes the cutting force and the in-cut vibration of the 
sensor. In order to estimate the in-cut parameters, the in-cut vibration must be separated 
from in-cut profiles by de-trending, i.e. subtracting the vibration induced forces, from the 
measured cutting force. An Extended Kalman Filter, which includes a harmonic force 
model and sensor dynamic model, is developed in order to estimate the actual cutting 
force. This Extended Kalman Filter is self-tuning using the harmonic components of the 
measured cutting force.
This work has resulted in several significant innovations for end milling research.
• In milling simulation, the tool and workpiece compliance model allows chatter 
prediction as well as cutting force estimation. This compliance model provides 
better understanding of both the tool and workpiece system vibrations.
• The Extended Kalman Filter, which is designed as a combination of the harmonic 
force model and sensor dynamic model, reduces the sensor dynamic effects and
3
estimates "actual" cutting force. The Extended Kalman Filter is self-tuned by 
harmonic computation of the measured cutting force.
• Through the use of the LPC and the Extended Kalman Filter, the tool and 
workpiece system parameters are identified from the force measurement.
1.2 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 describes the basic theories of a time-domain milling force simulation, 
including the tool-workpiece compliance model. The simulation is based on regenerative 
chip thickness, linear milling force model, systems dynamics, and tool geometry. The 
system dynamics includes tool-workpiece compliance and process damping effects. In 
addition, the methodology for calculating cutting forces and tool/workpiece deflections is 
explained.
Chapter 3 discusses the method used to identify tool and workpiece system 
parameters (dynamic stiffness, dynamic natural frequency, dynamic damping ratio: k^ yn, 
®n_dyn> Cdyn, and process damping ratio: p^rocess)- These parameters are required in order to 
calculate the regenerative chip thickness and the dynamic deflection of the structures.
i.
Using linear predictive coding (LPC), con_dyn and i^ yn are defined from the out-of-cut 
vibration when the tool rotates but does not engage in cutting, process is also defined by 
the LPC method based on the estimated cutting force from the in-cut profile. The 
dynamic stiffness of the tool and workpiece (kdyn) is estimated using static parameters ksta 
and co„_sta, that are obtained when the CNC machine is stationary.
In Chapter 4, the simulation results for the force profile, maximum peak force and 
force frequency content, using the systems parameters obtained by Chapter 3 methods,
are compared with experimental data for specific cutting conditions. Since the system 
parameters vary due to the stochastic nature of cutting, simulation sensitivity based on 
variation of the tool system parameters is evaluated. The simulation is used to predict the 
maximum axial depth of cutting as the milling stability remains.
Chapter 5 introduces the Extended Kalman Filter as a way to estimate the actual 
cutting force from the measured force. The Extended Kalman Filter includes a harmonic 
force model and a model of the sensor dynamics. Due to the limitation of the sensor's 
bandwidth, the force sensors data does accurately reflect the actual cutting forces. The 
Extended Kalman Filter estimates the actual cutting forces without phase delay and 
without the use of tedious Kalman tuning.
Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusion of this research in terms of practical 
application and discusses future works. Several methods to improve milling simulation 
and the Extended Kalman Filter are offered and real-time system identification is 
proposed. In addition, chatter frequency detection is discussed. Chatter frequency 




TIME-DOMAIN MILLING SIMULATION WITH TOOL AND WORKPIECE 
COMPLIANCE
2.1 Introduction
The phase delay between the current and previous tool path, i.e. the regenerative 
tool path, is the main reason for chatter, an unstable cutting condition which can cause 
extremely large cutting forces. The large cutting force can potentially damage the tool, 
workpiece, and even the CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machine itself. This can 
lead to dramatic decreases in productivity and quality of products [2]. Because of these 
reasons, chatter should be avoided when machining.
Stability Lobe Diagrams (SLD), based on the frequency response function [1], 
have been developed to select spindle speeds and axial depths of cuts that avoid chatter. 
However, typical SLD assumes that the milling process is a time invariant system with no 
workpiece deflection. Because of this limitation, an SLD just gives a general idea for 
milling stability.
In this chapter, a time-domain milling simulation with tool-workpiece compliance 
is created for accurate estimation of cutting force and milling stability for a given set of 
cutting conditions. The simulation computes the cutting force based on a linear cutting 
force model, dynamic models of the tool and workpiece vibrations, process damping
effects, and given cutting conditions such as spindle speed, feedrate, tool geometry, and 
cut geometry. The regenerative chip thickness is determined from the current and 
previous tool/workpiece deflections and forms an important component of force 
simulation.
2.2 Regenerative Chip Thickness and Chatter
The regenerative chip thickness is the difference between the previous tool 
deflection and the current tool deflection. This is shown as feedback paths in Figure 2.1. 
The system dynamics block includes mass, damping, and compliance of the tool and 
workpiece systems. The regenerative chip thickness is added to the nominal chip 
thickness, ho in Figure 2.1, to form the instantaneous chip thickness, which is used to 
determine the instantaneous cutting force. During the milling process, the cutting force 
deflects the tool and workpiece because they are flexible structures. The tool path 
waviness is affected by these deflections. Figure 2.1 shows all the various components 









Figure 2.1: Milling Force Model based on Regenerative Chip Thickness
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Considering the time delay between current and previous tool deflections, the 
instantaneous chip thickness h(t) is calculated by:
h(t) =  h0 -  n(t) +  n(t -  x) (2.1)
, where h0 is the nominal chip thickness, n(t) is the current tool deflection, n(t — x) is 
previous tool deflection, and x is time delay between the current and previous cutter teeth. 
The nominal chip thickness is defined by:
h0 =  Jt • sin cj) (2.2)
, where / t is the feed per tooth and <() is the angular position of the tooth which is engaged 
in milling. The feed per tooth ( / t) is given by:
Fr
^ n • nt





Figure 2.2: Phase Delay and Chatter [7]
Figure 2.2 shows the relation between phase delay and the variation of chip 
thickness. With zero phase delay, the cutting process is rigidly stable since chip variation 
(n(t — x) — n(t)) is negligible and the nominal chip thickness, a sine function of the 
tooth position in the cut, only affects the cutting force. On the other hand, the other two
figures show significant chip thickness variation with the phase shift. This significant 
variation of chip thickness can cause unstable cutting, resulting in chatter. The worst 
stability case is obtained when the phase delay is 270° (-90°) instead of 180° [1,7].
2.3 Linear Milling Force Model
From the mechanics of milling, the linear milling force model described by 
Altintas is used to compute the cutting force based on the undeformed chip thickness [3]. 
This linear milling force model includes radial (Fr) and tangential (Ft) components, and 
is defined by:
Fr (t) =  Frc +  Fre =  K rc • h(t) - a +  K re • a (2.4)
Ft ( t )  =  Ftc +  Fte = Ktc • h(t) • a +  K te • a (2.5)
, where a is axial depth of cut, h(t) is the instantaneous chip thickness including the 
regenerative term , Krc and Ktc are cutting coefficients contributed by shearing action in 
the radial and tangential directions, and Kre and Kte are edge constants resulting from 
rubbing and ploughing. This linear force model assumes the cutting coefficients are 
constant values for a given tool-workpiece material pair and a sharp tool. As the tool 
wears, the edge coefficients (Kre and Kte) increase in magnitude [8].
There are nonlinear force models of the end milling process as well [3]:
Fr (t) = Kr • h (t)1^  • a (2.6)
Ft(t) = Kt • hW 1^  • a (2.7)
, where KR and KT are cutting coefficients for the nonlinear milling force model, and p 
and q are cutting force coefficients determined by cutting tests at a variety of chip 
thicknesses. This nonlinear model is more accurate than the linear for very small chip
9
thicknesses; however, it does not provide much advantage for normal cuts, where the 
chip thickness is considered medium too large. Either model can provide very good force 
estimation as long as the coefficients have been recently calibrated [4, 8].
2.4 System Dynamics with Compliant Tool and Workpiece
Deflection of the tool and workpiece has a significant effect on the regenerative 
chip thickness and is a major consideration for chatter simulation. An existing chatter 
simulation program [1] is adapted in this research to include a simple second-order model 
for the tool and workpiece systems. This includes damping (b), mass (m), and spring (k), 
as shown in Figure 2.3. Higher order models may be used; however, this makes system 
identification more complicated and possibly less accurate, leading to less reliable results. 
In this thesis, compliant second-order models are created for the tool and workpiece 
systems. Higher order models are left as future work.





Figure 2.3: Compliance Model o f the Tool and Workpiece Systems
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Figure 2.3 shows the compliance models of the tool and workpiece systems. 
Based on this model, mathematical equations resulting from Newton's law for both the 
tool and workpiece systems are given by:
Fx =  rrtx tooi • Xt00] +  bx_t00i • Xt00i +  kxj-00i • Xt00i (2-8)
— Fx — rnx workpiece ' x workpiece +  b x_Workpiece • Xworkpiece
■F^x_workpiece " x workpiece (2 -9 )
Fy =  my_t00i • y t0ol "b by tool " ytool “b k y to o l ' ytool (2 -1 0 )
— Fy =  my workpiece ' Xworkpiece "b by_workpiece ' Xworkpiece
+ky Workpiece * yworkpiece (2.11)
, where bx_tooi» by tool’ bx_workpiece and by workpiece are damping coefficients, Xtooi, ytool > 
xworkpiece and yWorkPiece are deflections, Fx and Fy are cutting forces, kx tool, ky tool, 
kx_workpiece and ky Workpiece are the spring stiffness values, and mtooi and mWorkpiece 
are the effective masses. The total deflection between the tool and workpiece is given as: 
xtotal = xtool — xworkpiece (2-12)
ytotal = ytool — yworkpiece (2.13)
From the total deflection, the instantaneous chip thickness is calculated by:
h(t) = / t • sin cj> -  [ -  sin 4> -  cos <|>] • [y|°*aj ^ ]
+ [ -  sin (2.14)
From the instantaneous chip thickness and the linear force model (Equations 2.4 and 2.5),
the cutting force acting on a tooth Ft and Fr can be represented in X and Y coordinates.
Fx
Fyj
-cos<|> — sin<f>] [Ft
sincj) — cos(j>m  ( 2 - l 5 )
l i
2.5 Process Damping Effects
The system dynamics of the milling simulation also includes the process damping 
effects as well as the tool-workpiece compliance model. When the differential equations 
(Equations 2.8-2.11) are solved to calculate the tool/workpiece deflection, different 
system parameters for both the tool and workpiece systems, i.e. in-cut and out-of-cut 
parameters, are used according to the process damping effects. The in-cut and out-of cut 
are distinguished by the tool/workpiece engagement. The in-cut properties differ from 
out-of-cut because of the complicated engagement between the tool and workpiece 
systems. As a result, the differential equations must be solved using system parameters 
that reflect the spindle speed of the tool and the states of the cut, i.e. cutter engagement.
During the cut, the tool dynamics, i.e. k, and ton, have been shown to be a 
function of spindle speed and cutting conditions [10]. With a given spindle speed, the 
cutting process damping can be modeled by following the equation: 
h
mii + (b + B —cos(a)2)u + ku = F cos((3 — a) (2.16)
, where B is the process damping coefficient, h is the chip width, V is the cutting speed, u 
is the displacement, u is the tool system velocity, li is the tool system acceleration, P is 
the force angle that corresponds to the surface normal, and a is the angle between the 
displacement and the surface normal [10]. In this research, the process damping effects 
are applied to both tool and workpiece systems. Instead of directly using Equation 2.16,
the dynamic damping ratio (^dyn = where a=0) and the process damping ratio
(b+B^cos(a)2)o>n
(^process = ........   ) are used for the system dynamics according to the state of
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the cut. The dynamic damping ratio refers to the out-of-cut damping ratio of the tool or 
workpiece systems at a given spindle speed. The process damping ratio refers to the in­
cut damping ratio at a given spindle speed. The somewhat constrained end of the tool 
leads to a slightly higher damping in both the tool and workpiece systems. The natural 
frequency is the same for both the in-cut and out-of-cut since it is derived from the 
stiffness and the effective mass (Equation 2.16).
2.6 Tool Geometry of a Helical Cutter
Peripheral milling is typically performed using a helical tool so that the chip 
thickness gradually increases as the tool rotates. The cutting force model shown in 
Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are for a straight tooth cutter. To calculate the force on a helical 
tooth cutter, the cutter must be discretized (sliced) along the axial direction. By assuming 
that the tooth is straight for each slice, the force equations can be used on each slice and 
then summed to get the total force on the tooth. The lag angle between the various slices 





Figure 2.4: Discretized Axial Depth o f Cut with Helix Angle
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Figure 2.4 shows a simple geometric description of the discretized helical tooth with a lag 
angle. In this case, the lag angle is defined as the delay angle between the bottom and top 
of the tooth. From this geometry, the relation between the helix angle (0 h e iix ) and die lag 
angle (0iag) is defined by:
R • 0jae
t a n 0 helix =  — - —  ( 2 .1 7 )
a
, where R is the tool radius and a is the axial depth of cut. Equation 2.17 can be defined 
with a discretized lag angle (A0iag) and a discretized axial depth of cut (Aa). One method 
to discretize along the axial direction is the use a discretized angle (A<|>) for tracking the 
angular position of each segment bottom in the angular summation loop. The discretized 
axial depth of cut is determined by the discretized lag angle using Equation 2.17. After 
discretization along the axial direction, the cutting force on each tooth segment engaged 
with the workpiece is summed to get the total force acting on the tool.
2.7 Simulation Description
The simulation outputs the chip thickness, the cutting force, and the deflection of 
the tool and workpiece systems for a given set of cutting conditions and tool revolutions. 
The simulation consists of three major parts: angular summation loop, axial summation 
loop, and deflection calculation from the system dynamics. Figure 2.5 shows the flow 
chart for the simulation.
• Previous Deflection * 
Current Deflection
Input Variables:
•  Total Revolutions
•  Tool Geometry
• Cutting Conditions
•  Cutting Coefficients
•  System Dynamics
Variables:
• Cutting Start & End Angle
• Sampling Frequency = 
Calculation Ratio
• Angular Summation Step *
•  Axial Summation Step
• Lag Angle and Feed/Tooth
• initial Positions
•  Initial Deflections
INPUTS
VARIABLES
ANGULAR SUMMATION LOOP 
VARIABLES:
Current Teeth 's Angular Position 
Current Revolution 
Initial Forces = 0
AXIAL SUMMATION LOOP 
VARIABLES:
Current Angular Position of Axial Slice
START ANGLE -  LAG ANGLE < CURRENT ANGLE 
< END ANGLE+LAG ANGLE
Chip Thickness * 0 
Cutting Forces * 0
INSTANTANEOUS CHIP THICKNESS










Current Revolution = Total Revolution
OUTPUTS




•  Tool Deflections
•  Workpiece Deflections




•  Chip Thickness
•  Cutting Forces
•  Displacements
Figure 2.5: Flow Chart o f Simulation Program
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2.7.1 Input Variables
In order to run the simulation, a minimum number of input variables are required. 
The input variables include:
- Simulation parameter: number of tool revolutions
- Tool geometry: number of teeth ( N t ) ,  tool diameter, helix angle
- Cutting conditions: spindle speed, feedrate, axial depth of cut, radial depth of cut,
cutting type (1: down milling, 2 : up milling)
- Cutting coefficients: Krc, Kre, Ktc, Kte
- System dynamics:
• • static stiffness of the tool system (kx_tooi_sta, ky_tooLsta)
• static natural frequency of the tool system (ojn_tooLsta)
• static stiffness of the workpiece system (kXWOrkpiece> ky_w0rkpiece)
• dynamic natural frequency and dynamic damping ratio of the tool system
(®n_x_tool _dyn> Cx_tool _dyn> ®n_y_tool _dym Cy_tool_dyn)
• dynamic natural frequency and dynamic damping ratio of the workpiece system
(®n_x_workpiece_dyn> Cx_workpiece_dyn* ©n_y_workpiece_dyn> Cy_workpiece_dyn)
• process damping ratio (process, ^process)
In order to solve the differential equations, i.e. Equations 2.8 - 2.11, system
k 2-£*kdynamics including stiffness (k), effective mass (m = —-) and damping (b = ——) ofo)n o>n
both the tool and workpiece must be defined under dynamic conditions when the tool 
rotates. Natural frequency (©„), damping ratio (Q and stiffness are calculated from these 
parameters and used as simulation inputs. In this simulation, the dynamic parameters
refer to out-of-cut parameters of the tool and workpiece systems at a given spindle speed. 
The process parameters refer to in-cut parameters at a given spindle speed.
Experimental data from the Smart Tool and the Kistler force transducer are used 
to find dynamic system parameters of the tool and workpiece systems, i.e. G)n_dyn and ^jyn 
during out-of-cut, and process during in-cut conditions. However, the dynamic stiffness of 
both systems, i.e. kx_tooi_dyn» ky_tooi_dyn» kx_workpiece_dyn» and ky workpiece^ yn, remains as 
unknowns. These unknowns are approximated from the static characteristics of the tool 
and workpiece systems. Static characteristics of the systems are obtained from a simple 
tap test (<Bn_sta) and linear calibration of tool deflection vs applied force (ktooi_sta) when the 
CNC machine is stationary. In this approximation, we make two different assumptions: 1) 
the dynamic stiffness of the workpiece system is the same as the static workpiece 
stiffness for small material removal rates and 2) the effective mass of tool system remains 
constant.
The stiffness of the workpiece is assumed as a constant value ( k workp iece_dyn=  
k Workpiece_sta) during the cutting process for small material removal rates or small 
variations of area moment of inertia.
Figure 2.6: Geometry o f Workpiece Material (A16061, w=6[in], 1= 8[in], h=2[in] )
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1: length
From Figure2.6, the stiffness of material in X and Y directions are defined:
3 • E • Ix 3 • E - Iv
k* = — — • ky = - p - £ C2-18)
Ix =  i - w h - ( w 2 +  h2), ly =  i - l h ( l 2 +  h2) (2.29)
, where E is Young's modulus, Ix and Iy are the area moment of inertia. From Equation 
2.18 and 2.19, the area moment of inertia and stiffness are increased or decreased since 
the geometry of the workpiece changes as material is removed. In order to accurately 
track the workpiece stiffness, a tap test [3] and measurement of the mass of the workpiece 
system, including material, connecting bolts, and Kistler dynamometer, should be 
performed before the cutting. However, in this research, the stiffness of the workpiece is 
assumed constant as very little material is removed during test cuts. The variation of 
workpiece's stiffness and natural frequency as function of time during the cut is left as a 
future work.
The stiffness of the tool system under dynamic conditions (kx t0oi_dyn and kyt0oLdyn) 
is considered variable and can be estimated from the ratio of the dynamic and static 
natural frequencies if the effective mass is considered constant. From these ratios and the 
relationship among the natural frequency, mass, and stiffness, the stiffness of tool in 
dynamic conditions is obtained by:
2 2 
— U A ton_x_tool_dyn'\ . _  . ( <»>n_y_tool_(lyn\  7 f n
•'■x tool dyn — lvx tooLsta I .. / ' y tool dyn ~  *'-y tool sta 1\ “ n.x.tool.sta / V Wn t^ool.sta /
Specific methods and results about the identification of the tool and workpiece dynamics
will be discussed in Chapter 3 in detail.
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2.7.2 Additional Input Variables
From the input variables given in Section 2.7.1, additional variables are calculated 
in order to compute the cutting force and the tool and workpiece deflection. Figure 2.7 
describes the simple tool geometry of a 4 tooth cutter in up milling. From the cutting type 
(up or down milling), tool diameter (2-R), and radial depth (r), the start angle ( 0 s ta r t )  and 








Figure 2.7: Tooth's Angular Position in Up Milling 
Table 2.1: Start Angle and End Angle Based on Type of Cut
Up Milling Down Milling
Start Angle (0start) 0 [deg] 180 cos x( R ) [deg]
End Angle (0end)
r _  r
cos H R ) [deg] 180 [deg]
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Since the bottom of the helical tooth is the reference angular position, the actual end 
angle is the end angle plus the lag angle ( 0 actaui end =  ©end + 6iag)- Machining occurs in 
the cutting region between the start and actual end angles. Axial slices with tooth 
segments within this cutting region are engaged in machining.
For each angular position, deflections are determined from the cutting force and 
system dynamics of the tool and workpiece systems. The differential equations of the 
systems, Equations 2.8 - 2.11, are solved by Euler's numerical integration method, using 
a time step (At) based on the maximum natural frequency of the tool or workpiece 
systems. Numerical calculation requires the use of a smaller time step than the critical 
time step (ten) [11] defined by:
Atcri =  -  (2.21)Tt
, where tn is the natural period of system. When a larger time step than the critical is used, 
the calculation result is inaccurate because of round-off error, especially the higher order 
derivative terms. A typical time step is 3.42e-5 [s], approximately 30000 [Hz], that is 
almost 20 times faster than natural frequency of the structures.
There are two common methods for solving differential equations: Euler’s and 
Runge-Kutta methods. Euler's method is easier to implement but the Runge-Kutta method 
is more accurate with the same step size. If the time step size is small enough, e.g. 20 
times faster than the structure natural period, Euler's method is sufficient to accurately 
solve the differential equations instead of using the more complicated Runge-Kutta 
method. Figure 2.8 shows similar Euler's integration method results with different step 
sizes (peak force:'78.34 [N] with X=20, 79.88 [N] with X=100, and 80.41 [N] with
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X=200). This demonstrates that a time step 20 times faster than the structure natural 
period is adequate to achieve accurate results. If the Runge-Kutta integration method is 
used with the same step size, the integration process becomes more complicated and 
slower.
Integration with Different Step Size 
dt = 1 /  (V  ^ * X)














0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
time [s]
Figure 2.8: Euler's Integration Method with Different Step Size 
From the selected simulation time step, the angular summation step size (At(>) and 
axial summation step size (Aa) are determined:
r n 36°[rfv l ' n [rPml ' AtIS]A* deg = ------ ----------- ---------------
6° [ ; 4 )
Aa[in or m]





In addition, the lag angle is calculated by Equation 2.16 and the feed per tooth ( /  ) 
is computed by Equation 2.3. The simulation begins with zero initial tool and workpiece 
position, and zero initial deflection of the tool and workpiece.
2.7.3 Angular Summation Loop. Axial Summation Loop, and System Dynamics
The outer loop of Figure 2.5 is the angular summation loop including the 
calculation of the system dynamics. The inner loop of Figure 2.5 is the axial summation 
loop.
The angular summation loop calculates cutting forces and deflections for every 
reference angular position (0). The bottom of the first tooth's angular position in Figure
2.7 is tracked as the reference angular position. If a multiple tooth cutter is used for 
milling, the position of each tooth is calculated based on the first tooth reference angular 
position. For a given reference angular position, the applied forces to all teeth on the 
cutting region are summed as the cutting force.
The axial summation loop is necessary to handle cutters with helical teeth. Along 
the axial direction, the tool is sliced resulting in tooth segments. When the angular 
position of a tooth segment is in the cutting region, the cutting force AFr and AFt acting 
on the segments are calculated. The forces on each tooth segment of each axial disc are 
summed to find the cutting force acting on tool.
With the cutting forces evaluated, the deflection of the tool and workpiece is
calculated by numerical integration of Equations 2.8 - 2.11. Various parameters are used
in these equations based on the state of the cut. When the teeth enter the cutting region,
between the start and actual end angles, the process damping ratios (^process, and Cy_process)
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are applied. Out of the cutting region, the dynamic damping ratios (Cx_tooi_dyn, Cy_tooi_dyn, 
Cx_workpiece_dyn> and Cy_workPiece_dyn) are applied. The same natural frequency is applied to 
both cutting regions.
2.7.4 Output Variables
For the given input variables, the simulation outputs the chip thickness, the 
cutting force, and the deflection of the tool and workpiece system for a given number of 
tool revolutions. Specifically, the output variables include the following:
- Chip thickness
- Cutting forces
• cutting forces in X, Y, radial, and tangential, directions 
(ForceX,ForceY, ForceR, ForceT)
• net forces (ForceN)
- Deflections
• tool deflections in X, Y, radial, and tangential directions 
(xTool, yTool, rTool, tTool)
• workpiece deflections in X, and Y directions (xWorkpiece, yWorkpiece)
- Force measurements
• force measurements in X and Y directions from the Kistler dynamometer 
(FxKistler, FyKistler)
• force measurements in radial and tangential directions from the Smart tool 
(FrSmart, FtSmart)
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Because of the dynamic effect of the sensors, i.e. the Smart Tool and Kistler 
dynamometer, the force measurements are not typically the same as the cutting forces. 
The strain gauges from the Smart Tool and the piezoelectric force transducer from the . 
Kistler dynamometer measure the displacement of the tool and workpiece systems which 
provides an accurate force measurement when the frequency content of the cutting forces 
is within the bandwidth of the sensors. More detail about the difference between the force 
measurement and the cutting force will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2.7.5 Simulation Description for the Smart Tool (One-Tooth Cutter)
In order to compare simulation results to experimental data from the Smart Tool, 
the simulated cutting forces and tool deflections are decomposed into radial and 
tangential directions. The simulation generally calculates the cutting force and the 
structure deflection in the X and Y directions which are defined as "global coordinates" 
based on the CNC machine. When a multiple teeth cutter is used, cutting forces cannot be 
decomposed in radial and tangential directions because each tooth has its own "local 
coordinate". However, since the Smart Tool uses a one tooth cutter, the cutting force and 
the structure deflection can be transferred into radial and tangential directions. These 
results are used to validate the force measurement from the Smart Tool.
The 10th version of the Smart Tool measures radial and tangential cutting forces 
on a single tooth cutter in "local coordinates". When a helical tooth cutter is used, the 
"local coordinate" moves on the helical tooth. Simulated cutting forces are calculated in 
the radial and tangential directions for the one tooth cutter. The segment forces are first 
transformed to the X and Y directions, and then summed to find the resultant X and Y
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forces. Then, cutting forces in the X and Y directions are transformed to radial and 
tangential directions. The transform matrix is defined by:
, where <j>haif is the average angle between bottom and top of the tooth based on a given
axial depth. Tool deflections in the radial and tangential directions are calculated with the
same coordinates using the modified natural frequency and damping ratio in the radial
and tangential directions obtained from the experimental data without any coordinate
transfer. In order to calculate total X and Y deflections by Equation 2.12 and 2.13, tool
deflection in the radial and tangential directions should be transformed.
rxtooil _  [-co s C4>half) -sin(c})haif)l rtt00ii (2 26)
LytooJ [ sin(4>half) -cos(<t>half)J LrtoolJ
In Chapter 2, the basic background information for chatter time-domain 
simulation with a compliant tool and workpiece is explained. The regenerative chip 
thickness calculation is explained along with the force model, tool and workpiece 
compliance modeling, cutting process damping, and tool geometry. The simulation 
program, consisting of angular and axial summation loops and integration of the dynamic 
equations of the tool and workpiece systems, is described in detail.









The milling simulation program calculates the regenerative chip thickness from 
the cutting force and the compliance of the tool and workpiece systems. This requires 
knowledge of the parameters of both the tool and workpiece systems including stiffness 
(k), damping ratio (Q, and natural frequency (©„)• The tool system includes the tool and 
spindle and the workpiece system includes the Kistler dynamometer, material (Aluminum 
6061), mounting plate, and connecting bolts.
Tool and workpiece deflections are solved using a specific set of system 
parameters that depend on the state of the cut. When the tool is rotating but not cutting, 
i.e. out-of-cut, dynamic system parameters (conjyn, Cdyn, kdyn) are used. When the tool 
rotates and engages the workpiece, in-cut vibrations are characterized with con dyn, p^rocess, 
and kdyn. These parameters are identified experimentally and are used for milling 
simulation. The milling force profile with a one-tooth cutter can typically be separated 
into these two significant vibration modes based on the boundary conditions.
Chapter 3 discusses the identification of these system parameters under different 
operating conditions. The multi-component force dynamometer (9257B, KISTLER), and 
the Smart Tool (10th ver., Design and Manufacturing Laboratory, University of New
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Hampshire) are used as measurement devices. As seen in Figure 3.1, the Smart Tool uses 
strain gauges to measure cutting forces in the radial and tangential directions acting on a 
helical cutting tooth. As a result of gauge placement, the Smart Tool is limited to a single 
tooth at a certain axial depth of cut. The Kistler force dynamometer measures forces in 
three directions, X, Y and Z using piezoelectric sensors. Since cutting forces in the Z 
direction are not a significant factor during milling, only X and Y forces are considered. 
The Kistler force dynamometer is used to identify the parameters of the workpiece 
system. The Smart Tool and a piezo accelerometer (353B03, PCB) are used to identify 
the tool system parameters. The resulting system parameters are used for the milling 
simulation results described in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.1: Force Sensors; Smart Tool and Kistler Dynamometer [4] ■
3.2 Relation between Experimental Oscillation and fa)„ and C of Systems
The identification of the tool and workpiece system parameters during cutting is 
complicated because the milling force comprises the regenerative chip thickness and 
sensor dynamics with compliance. In this work, we simplify the milling force model with 
an assumption that the characteristics of the system dynamics are embedded in the 
experimental oscillations. With this assumption, system parameters are identified from 
the force vibration.




It is straightforward to measure the vibrations from the Smart Tool and the Kistler 
force dynamometers during a stable cutting process. These oscillations are related to tool 
and workpiece systems' parameters such as con and The overall milling process transfer 
function is shown in Figure 3.2. Ks is the linear milling force model, G is the transfer 
function of the tool (or potentially the workpiece) system, kc is the tool system structural 
compliance, km is the relationship between structure deflection and force measurements, 
and T is the delay term based on tooth pass or runout frequency.
G  (compliance)
force
x  and y m
c x ^ -
delay
x and y m





1 +  (1 — e~T S) K s • G
Figure 3.2: Simplified Cutting System Model 
From the simplest block diagram in Figure 3.2, the characteristic equation is defined:
1 + (1 — e~TS) • Ks • G = 0 (3.1)
Equation 3.1 is expanded as:
S2 +  2 •  ^• mn • S + o)n2 + oon2 • (1 -  e_T S) • Ks • kc = 0 (3.2)
Because of the time delay term, Equation 3.2 cannot be simplified as a typical second- 
order transfer function (S +2-^-con-S+con = 0, where con and are natural frequency and
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damping ratio of the force measurement oscillations). Pade's lst-order approximation of
T—T  ^ —“S + lthe delay term [12] (e 1 «  - f — , where T is time delay) can be used in Equation 3.2 to
2S + 1
find a rational characteristic equation:
*  rp . g 2\
S2 + 2 • I, • con ■ S + <on2 +  0)n2 • Ks • kc • [ l  — y  ;~s"+"2 )  = 0 ( 3-3)
By MATLAB, Equation 3.3 is solved with following solutions:
(3-4)s1 = ,J va + b - j7= = - d
N VVa  +  B
*n=—  V3 • (V V a +  b +  - r -..c- .._)
VVa  +  b  c _  VvT T b .
s 2 = --------5  + — 3 , -  - D  + -------------------7--------- :--------- 1 (3.5)
2 2- VVA +  B 2
V3 • (VVA + B +  t t = £ = )
VVa  + b c VVa +  b
S3 = -------- 5----- +  3 r—=  - D --------------------- 7 VV -i (3.6)
2 2 • VVa + b 2
.where A, B, C, and D are expressed by o>n, Ks, kc, and x (see details in Appendix B).
Even though the solutions of Equation 3.3 are defined, the solutions S2 and S3 are not
easy to represent as a function of C, and con (—£ • oon ± o)n • V1 — • i). Instead of using
these solutions, we simplify Equation 3.3 to a standard second-order equation with an
assumption that limT~0 ^1 — ---j = 0 , when fast spindlespeed cutting is considered.
Therefore, as a good approximation, parameters from experimentally measured 
oscillations can be used to determine the tool system parameters (or potentially the 
workpiece system parameters).
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3.3 Parameter Identification Methods
Both the tool and workpiece systems are modeled as second-order systems with a 
damping ratio (0 , natural frequency (co„) and stiffness (k). In order to identify system 
characteristics including a>n and £, the decaying oscillation of an impulse or step response 
is typically analyzed by two different methods: 1) logarithmic decrement from second- 
order free vibration and 2) Linear Predictive Coding.
3.3.1 Logarithmic Decrement
One classic method that identifies the parameters of a second-order system is the 
log decrement method [11]. This method can be applied to a system that is in free 
vibration resulting from an input or initial condition. The damped natural frequency (coa) 
is determined from the period of oscillation and a damping ratio can be determined using 
the logarithmic decrement method (Equation 3.9). The decaying oscillation from a tap 
test is considered as a free vibration motion with no external force. The free  vibration 
motion is described by:
, where x0 is the initial displacement. Since the first cycle of the transient response is 
affected by the impulse, 'tap', the transient response after the second cycle is analyzed. 
From that, the ©d is calculated by:
., where Nc is the number of oscillation cycles and T is the period of these cycles. The 
parameter C, is calculated by the logarithmic decrement:
x(t) =  x0 • e ?Wnt • cos 0)dt (3.7)
wd[Hz] = ^ (3.8)
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(3 .9)
, where n is nth cycle, xx is magnitude of first cycle and xn is magnitude of nth cycle. 
From the cod and con is calculated:
a ,  =  ; Md (3.10)
V o ^ T 5)
3.3.2 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
"Linear Predictive Coding" (LPC) can be use to predict the pole-zero locations of 
a discrete-time signal assuming a white noise input [6]. It can also be used to find the 
natural frequency and damping ratio of a system by identifying the pole-zero position 
associated with free vibration, i.e. decaying oscillations.
The linear predictor model, autoregressive process (AR), is represented by:
p
x(m) = ^  ak.x(m — k) (3.11)
k = l
, where ak are the predictor coefficients, m is the discrete time index, P is the number of 
past samples that defines the order of the system, x(fti) is the signal and x(m) is the 
prediction of x(m). The prediction error is defined as the difference between the sampled 
signal and the prediction:
p
e(m) = x(m) -  x(m) = x(m) -  ak.x(m -  k) (3.12)
k = l
The best coefficients, ak, are obtained by minimizing the mean square error (MSE):
MSE = [eT(m) e(m)] (3.13)
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, where Rxx is the autocorrelation of the input vector, rxx is the autocorrelation of vector x
T
and a is the predictor coefficient vector. See Hannon [4] for more details on the LPC 
procedures. The order of the linear predictive model (P) is determined by the number of 
the dominant peaks (P/2) from the power spectrum of the output signal. Recall that one 
dominant peak corresponds to a complex pole pair.
Both the logarithmic decrement method and the LPC method are common 
methods for analyzing second-order free vibration to identify con and £ of a system. 
However, if the transient signal is composed of multiple frequencies, the computed con 
and C, by the logarithmic decrement method are not precise values. On the other hand, the 
LPC can estimate multiple natural frequencies and damping ratios from the oscillations of 
a higher order system. Most of the transient signals from the tap test and the resulting 
system vibrations are higher than second-order, therefore, the LPC gives a more precise 
con and £ of the system fundamental. The order of the linear predictor model is determined 
from the shape of the transient signal power spectrum. Each distinct peak in the power 
spectrum density (PSD) requires 2 poles for accurate modeling. Even though a higher 
linear predictor model can be used, the system characteristics of only the first mode is 
considered because the tool and workpiece systems are modeled as second-order in the 
simulation program.
3.4 System Parameter Identification under Static Conditions
The system parameters under static conditions are determined from force 
measurements taken when the tool is not rotating. The system parameter identification 
under static conditions is used to estimate of the system stiffness under dynamic 
condition, i.e. when the tool rotates (recall from Section 2.7.1).
The following tool and workpiece systems parameters are needed to model static 
conditions based on the simulation inputs:
• Static StiffneSS of the workpiece system (kx_w orkpiece_sta»  k y _w orkp iece_sta )
• static stiffness of the tool system (kx_t0oLsta, ky_tooLsta)
• natural frequency of the tool system under static condition ( c o n_ x_too i_sta , » n _ y _ to o i_ s ta )
3.4.1 Workpiece System Identification under Static Conditions
The X and Y stiffness of the workpiece system (kworkPiece_sta) is identified from the 
static natural frequency of the workpiece system and the given technical parameters of 
the Kistler force dynamometer (stiffness: kkistier. natural frequency: conjdstier)- Since the 
force dynamometer is a part of the workpiece System, technical parameters of the force 
dynamometer cannot represent the static workpiece system parameters.
To obtain the natural frequency and the damping ratio of the workpiece system, 
tap tests are performed in both the X and Y directions (see Figure 3.3 and 3.4). Since the 
decaying oscillations indicate a higher order system, the data is analyzed by LPC instead 
of the logarithmic decrement. It is important to select an LPC order that is large enough 
to model every significant peak in the PSD. The PSD is estimated by two different 
methods: 1) standard periodogram and 2) Welch's method. The PSD by standard
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periodogram is wavy compared to the smooth curve from Welch's method, but results by 
the two methods are similar. See "Advanced Digital Signal Processing and Noise 
Reduction" [6] for more details on the difference of the two PSD estimated methods.
In order to choose the minimum order of the LPC, the PSD from Welch's method 
is used as a basic criterion. If the selected LPC order is too small, distinct peaks in the 
data can be averaged and accurate first mode information can be lost. For this case, 8th 
and 10th order LPC models are chosen for the decaying oscillation in the X and Y
directions. As see in Table 3.1 and 3.2, the 8th and 10th order LPC model detects four
<
and five modes from the tap test data. The "avg" indicates average and "stdv" represent 
standard deviation among the 15 samples.
Decaying Oscillation Welch Power Spectral Density Estimate
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Figure 3.3: Impulse Response o f the Workpiece System, X  direction 
Table 3.1: LPC Derived Vibration Modes of the Workpiece system, X direction
® n_x_w orkpiece_sta [Hz] 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode
avg 997 2455 4529 6555
stdv 3.85 8.61 3.54 5.18
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Figure 3.4: Impulse Response o f Workpiece System, Y direction 
Table 3.2: LPC Derived Vibration Modes of Workpiece System in Y direction
® n_y_w orkpiece_sta [Hz] 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode 5th Mode
avg 1172 2019 3676 5228 6790
stdv 6.65 24.35 58.77 32.12 19.20
From these results, the con and C, in the X and Y directions of the workpiece system under 
static conditions is defined, as shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Parameters of the Workpiece System under Static Conditions by LPC
X £0n_x_workpiece_sta [Hz] Cx_w orkpiece_sta Y ® n_y_w orkpiece_sta [Hz] C y_w orkpiece_sta
avg 997 0.0643 avg 1172 0.0560
stdv 3.85 0.0028 stdv 6.65 0.0071
Using the obtained static natural frequency of the workpiece, the static stiffness of 
the workpiece system is computed from the natural frequency expression: 
k-xjworkpiece — ^eff.w orkpiece ' ^n_x_workpiece_sta (3.15)
k y  workpiece ~  l^eff_workpiece ' ^n_y_workpiece_sta (3.16)
, where the effective mass of the workpiece system (rrieff work p iece) is unknown. For 
simplification, the meff_Workpiece is assumed as the sum of the effective Kistler 
dynamometer mass (meff kistler) and the total mass (4.457 [kg]) of the mounting plate,
connecting bolts, and material. The meffjdstier is obtained as 4.788 [kg] in both the X and
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Y directions by the definition of natural frequency and technical parameters of the Kistler 
dynamometer, as given in Table 3.4 [13]. Then, an effective mass of the workpiece 
system is obtained (9.245 [kg]).
Table 3.4: Kistler Dynamometer Technical Data [13]
Stiffness ©n (mounted on flanges)
X & Y le9 [N/m] 2300 [Hz]
From Equation 3.15 and 3.16, using the static natural frequency and the effective mass of 
the workpiece system, the stiffness of the workpiece system is calculated as kx WOrkpiece_sta 
= 3.628e8 [N/m] ± 1.55% and k y_WOrkPiece_sta = 5.017e8 [N/m] ± 2.28% (with 15 samples 
taken).
As mentioned in Section 2.7.1, this stiffness corresponds to a certain mass and 
natural frequency of workpiece system which may changes during milling. In order to 
obtain an accurate values of k workpiece_sta, the mass of the workpiece system and 
Wn_workpiece_sta should be determined before cutting.
3.4.2 Tool System Identification under Static Conditions
The stiffness of the tool system in the X and Y directions, kx_t0oi_sta and ky_tooi_sta, 
are obtained by linear calibration using an applied force on the tool system and 
calculating tool deflection. The workpiece system, mounted to the table, is used to push 
against the tool system. The table movement is known and the applied force is measured 
by the Kistler dynamometer, as seen in Figure 3.5. Since the stiffness of the workpiece 
system is known, the tool deflection is calculated from the known table movement and 












Figure 3.5: Linear Calibration o f Tool System in X  
From Figure 3.5, the following equations are derived.
—AFV
A x workpiece — ^
Kx_workpiece_sta
A-Xfool =  &XWOrkpiece  d" A x table
AFV
l x_tool_sta A x tool
( 3 .1 7 )
( 3 .1 8 )
( 3 .1 9 )
The delta-force (-AFX and -AFy) are measured using the Kistler dynamometer, and the 
delta-displacement of table (Axtabie = Aytabie = 1.27e-5 [m]) is controlled using the CNC 
machine. Using Equations 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19, the stiffness of the tool system under 
static conditions is identified with average (avg) and standard error of the mean (SEM =
, .....—dv ---- -), shown in Table 3.5. Raw data of the linear calibration is provided in
y number of sample
the Appendix C. ,
Table 3.5: Stiffness of Tool System under Static Conditions, 15 Samples




Since the tool holder has symmetric geometry, and the effect of the spindle 
structure is considered negligible, the tool system model can be simplified such that 
kx_tooi_sta is the same as ky t0oLsta based on symmetric geometry. Based on the Table 3.5, 
Figure 3.6 shows the error range of kx t0oi_sta and ky tooi_sta- The error range is determined 
by ±1.96% of SEM which indicates a 95% confidence interval. Since the average of 
kx_tooi_sta and ky tooLsta is inside the error range of X and Y, the tool system can be 







Figure 3.6: Error Range 0/ktooi_sta Based on SEM
The static natural frequency of the tool system is obtained by analysis of decaying 
oscillations from a tap test, similar to the workpiece system. Initially, the radial and 
tangential gauges of the Smart Tool are aligned with the Y and X directions of the CNC 
machine, and the impact hammer is used to tap in these directions ((1) and (7) in Figure 
3.7).
x 10 Stiffness of Tool System under Static Condition
high = 3.1Q2e6 


















Figure 3.7: Tap Tests with Different Rotation Angles 
Based on the PSD of Fy in Figure 3.8, a 10th order LPC is used for identifying the first 
vibration mode. For the PSD of Fx in Figure 3.9, the second peak is not distinct as in Fy. 
Still, a 10th order LPC is used to find five modes. Table 3.6 and 3.7 show the results of 
the avg and stdv of 15 tap tests.



















Figure 3.8: Impulse Response o f the Tool system, Fy to Radial gauge, Case (1) 
Table 3.6: Vibration Modes of the Tool system, Y direction, Case (1)
® n _ y„tool_sta [Hz] 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode 5th Mode
avg 635 1382 2534 3618 4656
stdv 1.61 26.82 49.52 67.72 143.81
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Figure 3.9: Impulse Response o f the Tool system, Fx to Tangential gauge, Case(7) 
Table 3.7: Vibration Modes of Tool System, X direction, Case (7)
© n_x_tool_sta  t ^ z ] 1st Mode 2nd Mode 3rd Mode 4th Mode 5th Mode
avg 641 1368 2437 3540 4639
stdv 3.41 38.66 66.22 72.13 68.99
Table 3.8 presents con and £ of the first mode vibration in the X and Y directions by using 
a 10th order LPC with average and standard error of the mean from 15 tap tests.
Table 3.8: First Vibration Mode of Tool System in X (Case 7) and Y (Case 1)
X ® n_x_tool_sta  [Hz] Cx_tool_sta Y . ® n_y_too l _sta [Hz] Cy_tool_sta
avg 641 0.036 avg 635 0.029
SEM 0.88 0.0006 SEM 0.42 O.OO04
The tool system model can be simplified by assuming symmetric geometry. 
Under this assumption, the characteristic (con, and k) of the tool system in the X and Y 
directions are equal to the mean value of con and C, of the tool system in the radial and 
tangential directions. Mathematical proof of this is found in Appendix D. This simplifies 
the use of the Smart Tool, since it measures cutting forces in the radial and tangential 
directions. These force measurements have to be converted to the X and Y directions in 
order to identify tool system parameters. This conversion requires the correct tooth 
angular position. However, this position is not trivial to determine because of the sensor
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phase delay between the cutting force and the measured force. With the assumption that 
the tool system is modeled as "symmetric", tool system parameters in the X and Y 
directions can be directly estimated from the radial and tangential directions without 
conversion.
As shown in Figure 3.10, ton t0oi_sa and £tooi_sta of tool system in the X and Y 
directions are inside the error range which is determined by avg ± 1.96 * SEM based on 
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case number [ 1 -5:f^ &6~7:Fx ] 
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Figure 3.10: Error Range o f Tool System's Natural Frequency and Damping ratio
i
In order to support the symmetric tool system model, a tap test is performed with 
the tool at different rotation angles. The decaying oscillations from the radial and
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tangential gauges of the Smart Tool in cases (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) characterize the tool 
system parameters (con and Q in the Y direction. Tool system parameters in the X 
direction are defined from the decaying vibrations in cases (6) and (7) from the Smart 
Tool in the radial and tangential gauges.
Table 3.9: Parameters (ton, Q of Tool System with Different Rotation Angle
Case Gauge ® n_too l_sta  [Hz] Ctool_sta 2nd mode: con_ to o L sta  [Hz]
avg SEM avg SEM Avg SEM
(1) R 635 0.72 0.029 0.00067 1383 6.92
T
(2) R 632 0.77 0.035 0.00081 1376 13.23
T 644 2.84 0.041 0.00139 1359 17.94
(3) R 618 1.27 0.042 0.00085 1389 6.12
T 643 1.72 0.043 0.00125 1353 35.52
(4) R 632 6.52 0.022 0.00125 1399 15.89
T 645 2.91 0.041 0.0004 1380 29.50
(5) R
T 645 0.63 0.041 0.00063 1354 17.15
(6) R 644 0.71 0.029 0.00076 1274 15.01
T
(7) R
T 641 1.52 0.037 0.00103 1368 9.98
Table 3.9 shows the results with average and SEM of the 15 tap tests corresponding to 
different tool rotation angles. Figure 3.11 shows the average with error range, determined 
by ±1.96 times of SEM, contains nearly all of the con and C, values in the X and Y 
directions. Inside of these range, an average con and C, can be defined as the tool system 
parameters (c o n_ to o L sta  = 639.6 [Hz] and Ctooi_sta = 0.0355).
Some of the tap test results do not correspond to the average value within the 
error range. There are several reasons for this: 1) the Smart Tool ver.10 cannot measure 
both radial and tangential at the same time, i.e. two separate tests must be performed, 2) 









cannot be tapped at the same position every time, 4) the LPC has calculation errors and 
the minimum order of the LPC is not enough to separate two close peaks, and 5) the Tool 











Natural Frequency of Tool System under Static Condition
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Figure 3.11: Error Range Based on Table 3.9
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To confirm that the Smart Tool accurately measures vibrations, tap tests are 
performed with a piezo accelerometer with a magnetic mounting. Cases (1), (5), (6) and 
(7) are tested with 15 trials.
Table 3.10: Parameters (ton, Q of Tool System using a Piezo Accelerometer
force case © n  tool sta [ H z ] Ctool sta 2nd mode: con t00i sta [Hz]
Fy (1) avg 624 0.0344 1303
stdv 1.42 0.0033 27.41
(5) avg 630 0.0342 1311
stdv 0.74 0.0028 28.07
Fx (6) avg 631 0.0359 1029
stdv 2.60 0.0039 72.71
(7) avg 625. 0.0341 1034
stdv 2.49 0.0044 69.37
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
case  number [ 1 -5:1^ & 6- 7: ^  ] 
x: radial & o: tangential 








Figure 3.12: Error Range Based on Table 3.10
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As seen in Table 3.9 and 3.10, the results from the accelerometer are slightly different 
from the Smart Tool measurements, especially con. With the accelerometer's 
measurements, the tool system has similar vibration in the X and Y directions. From the 
results of the accelerometer, it is questionable why some vibration results (see in Table 
3.10 and Figure 3.12) are out of the SEM range. The reason for this may be that during 
the tap test, the tool is taken out of the CNC machine in order to maintain an accurate 
rotation angle.
A number of tap tests are performed to explore the effect of tool mounting (locked 
into the spindle) on the tool system natural frequency. The 15 tap tests are performed for 
15 trials in the X direction and 6 trials in the Y direction.
Natural Freqeuncy of Tool System in Y, by Accelerometer Natural Freqeuncy of Tool System in X, by Accelerometer
634
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Figure 3.13: Statistical Plot o f 15 trials in Y and 6 trials in X  and Y to Explore the Effect
of Tool Mounting
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As seen in Figure 3.13, the average value of o>n and C, in some trials is below the error 
range. That means that the chuck affects the tool's vibration. This result explains very 
well why the radial gauge measurement of case (3) in Figure 3.11 is below the error 
range. In addition, comparing the results in the X and Y directions, the vibration is 
similar in both X and Y directions, supporting the claim of tool symmetry.
From the tap test results of the tool system, it is concluded that the tool system has 
symmetric geometry. However, the vibration characteristics slightly change whenever the 
tool is remounted. Therefore, the on-line identification of the tool system parameters is 
important for accurate force simulation.
3.5 System Parameters Identification under Dynamic Condition
The tool and workpiece system parameters ( k d y n ,  ffln_dyn , C dyn, ^p ro ce ss )  under 
dynamic conditions, i.e. when the tool rotates, are used for solving Equations 2.8 - 2.11. 
From the Kistler force dynamometer and Smart Tool experimental stable cutting data, 
® n _ d y n , Cdyn, and ^process are defined through use of the LPC. The dynamic condition is 
separated into two different types, i.e. out-of-cut parameters and in-cut parameters. Out- 
of-cut is when the tool rotates but does not engage the workpiece and in-cut is when the 
tool rotates and engages in cutting. According to the simulation inputs (see in Section 
2.7.1), the parameters associated with each type include:
- Out-of-Cut Parameters:
• dynamic natural frequency and damping ratio of the tool system
( c o n.  r_tool_dyn> Cr_tool_dyn, © n_t_tool_dyn» C t_tool_dyn)
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• dynamic natural frequency and damping ratio of the workpiece system
(®n_x_workpiece_dyn» Cx_workpiece_dyn> ®n_y_workpiece_dyn> ^y_workpiece_dyn)
- In-Cut Parameters:
• process damping ratio (^process, Cy_process)
Since the milling simulation calculates cutting forces and structure deflections in 
the X and Y directions, the tool system parameters in both X and Y direction must be 
obtained from experimentally determined radial and tangential directions. As in the static 
case, since the tool geometry is symmetric, the RMS value of the tool system parameters 
in the radial and tangential directions are used for the X and Y direction without force 
transformation. Based on the cutting process damping model, the natural frequency is the 
same for both the in-cut and out-of-cut cases (recall from Section 2.5).
The in-cut process damping ratio can be obtained from either the Smart Tool or 
Kistler data, since process damping occurs between the tool and workpiece systems. The 
estimated process damping ratio should be similar using either the Smart Tool or Kistler 
data. However, the LPC cannot be directly applied to the measured force profile for 
obtaining in-cut parameters because the in-cut profile includes structure vibration and 
cutting force harmonics of the tooth passing frequency and runout frequency [4]. The 
LPC can be applied to the measured cutting force by first subtracting (de-trending) the 
"actual" cutting force from the measured force. The resulting force profile can be used to 
estimate the process damping ratio. The estimated cutting force is obtained by the 
Extended Kalman Filtering, which is described in much more detail in Chapter 5.
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Recall from Section 2.7.1, the dynamic stiffness of the tool system is 
approximated from the relationship between the static natural frequency and the dynamic 
natural frequency because of constant effective tool mass. In addition, the stiffness of the 
workpiece system remains constant for either static or dynamic conditions within small 
material remove rate.
Details for obtaining tool and workpiece system parameters are discussed in the 
next two sections using a sample experimental data set with the following cutting 
conditions, Q: 2600 [rpm], half immersion, a: 0.125 [in], havg = 0.001[in], feedrate (Fr) = 
4.084 [in], material: A16061, NT: 1, cutter: Sandvik Coromill 390 (d: 0.75 [in]), mill 
insert: R390-11 T3 08E-NL H13A, and 0heiix: 17.869 [deg].
3.5.1 Example Out-of-Cut Parameters
A single tooth cutter is used for the milling experiments, and the out-of-cut free 
vibration can be observed from the force profile of the measurement data from the Kistler 
and Smart Tool. Since the cutter is out of the workpiece, it is concluded that the cutting 
force oscillations are a result of tool and workpiece deflections instead of the actual 
cutting force. As seen in Figure 3.14, the out-of-cut vibration is separated from original 
measured force data by eliminating the cutting force during the tool engagement.
LPC is applied to each out-of-cut vibration of the separated signal in order to 
obtain a dominant pole which yields the natural frequency and damping ratio. Thirty 
cycles are separated and analyzed offline to provide statistical data. The example 
MATLAB code of signal separation and LPC application is shown in Appendix E. This
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code estimates a>n and C, from the de-trended measured force without user input and as 
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Figure 3.14: Out-of-Cut Profile Separation, Kistler in X  (top) and Y (bottom)
The order of the LPC is determined by the PSD of the separated measured force. 
The PSD is calculated two different ways, 1) whole separated signal (30 cycles using 
periodogram and Welch) and 2) averaged decaying signal from 30 cycles using 
periodogram. The reason for two different methods of PSD is to obtain more signal 
characteristics. Usually, the LPC order is selected from the second method because it 
only considers the decaying portion of the signals. The PSD from the averaged cycles 
method is seen in Figure 3.15. The 14th order LPC is used for both X and Y directions to
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estimate the first dominant peak as well as second peak near 2000 [Hz]. The same 
method is applied to the radial and tangential data from the Smart Tool for indentifying 
con dyn and Qyn. Table 3.11 shows the results for the tool and workpiece system under 
dynamic conditions for the given cutting conditions.
Power Spectral Density
- - Out-of-Cut in X
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Figure 3.15: PSD from each cycle, Kistler in X and Y 
Table 3.11: Workpiece and Tool System Parameters from Out-of-Cut, 30 Cycles
Workpiece System
Cx_workpiece_dyn ® n_x_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd Cftn_x_workpiece_dyn
X avg 0.075 1211 2135
stdv 0.0254 14.45 67.62
Cv_workpiece_dyn ® n_y_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd © n_y_w orkpiece dyn
Y avg 0.076 1462 2477
stdv 0.0258 13.60 123.97
Tool System
Ct_tool_dyn ® n_t_too l_dyn 2nd C0n_t_tool_dyn
T avg 0.093 652 2435
stdv 0.0029 5.19 80.45
^r_tool_dyn ® n_r_tool_dyn 2nd © n_r_tool_dyn
R avg 0.036 626 2330
stdv 0.0031 2.29 65.67
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3.5.2 Example In-Cut Parameters: Process Damping Effect
Similar to the out-of-cut case, in-cut profiles are separated from the original data 
and 30 cycles are each analyzed. Figure 3.16 shows the separated in-cut profiles from the 
Kistler measurements in the X and Y directions. The separated in-cut profiles include 
both cutting forces and structural vibration. The cutting forces used to de-trend the 
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Figure 3.16: In-Cut Profile Separation, Kistler in X  (top) and Y (bottom)
Figure 3.17 shows 3 signals: experimental data, estimated cutting forces, and de­
trended signals. The de-trended signals are periodic with magnitudes and phase shifts that 
vary from profile to profile. Since experimental data isf influenced by the structure
deflections, experimental data is not time aligned cycle to cycle even though data results
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are from a stable cut. This prevents any averaging of the profiles. So, the LPC is applied 
to the de-trended signals of each cycle. From the PSD comparison between out-of-cut and 
in-cut both X and Y directions (see bottom plot in Figure 3.18 and 3.19), two more peaks 
around 700 and 5200 [Hz] are observed from the PSD of the in-cut profile. Therefore, the 
LPC order of the in-cut profile (18th) is chosen to be four more than that of the out-of-cut 
profile (14th). Since the de-trended signals vary from cycle to cycle, the process damping 
ratio from in-cut profiles have large standard deviations. In addition, the unknown peak 
around 22 [kHz] are continuously observed in all experimental data: X and Y of the 
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Figure 3.17: De-Trended In-Cut Profile, Kistler in X  (top) and Y (bottom)
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Table 3.12 shows estimated process damping ratios obtained from the sample 
experimental data set. Figure 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 show the out-of-cut profile, in-cut 
profile, and their PSD from the entire signal and from each cycle of the Kistler and Smart 
Tool data.
Table 3.12: Tool and Workpiece System Parameters under Dynamic Condition
Workpiece System
Out-of-Cut
^x_w orkpiece_dyn © n_x_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd © n_x_w orkpiece_dyn
avg 0.075 1211 2135
X stdv 0.0254 14.45 67.62In-Cut
Cx_process © n_x_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd © n_x_w orkpiece_dyn
avg 0.163 1247 2142
stdv 0.0765 245,15 169.13
Out-of-Cut
Cv_workpiece_dvn © n_y_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd © n_y_w orkpiece dyn
avg 0.076 1462 2477
v stdv 0.0258 13.60 123.97I
In-Cut
Cv_process © n_y_w orkpiec_dyn 2nd © n_y_workpieee...dvn
avg 0.188 1545 2460
stdv 0.0994 187.80 247.89
Tool System
Out-of-Cut
Cr_tool_dyn © n_r_too1_dyn 2nd © n_r_tool_dyn
avg 0.036 626 2330
R stdv 0.0031 2.28 65.67In-Cut
Cr_process © n_r_tool_dyn 2nd © n_r_tool_dyn
avg 0.142 627 2564
stdv 0.0233 17.18 230.54
Out-of-Cut
^t_tool_dyn © n  t tool dyn 2nd CDn t_tool dyn
avg 0.093 652 2435
T stdv 0.0029 5.19 80.45
In-Cut
Ct process © n_t_ too l dyn 2nd © n_.t_tooLdyn
avg 0.201 641 2246
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Figure 3,21: Out-of-Cut and In-Cut Parameters identification, Tool in Tangential
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Table 3.12 contains the damping ratio and natural frequency from the out-of-cut 
and in-cut measurements. Parameters in Table 3.12 can be used for milling simulation 
under the same experimental cutting conditions that the parameters were estimated, i.e. Q: 
2600 [rpm], half immersion, a=0.125 [in], and havg = 0.001[in]. In addition, the mean 
value of the process damping ratio from the Kistler in X and Y directions (0.176) are 
similar to the mean value of the process damping ratio from the Smart Tool in the 
tangential and radial directions (0.172). From this, it confirms that the process damping 
ratio can be obtained using either the Kistler or Smart Tool data for this particular cut.
3.6 Asymmetric Tool System
This work assumes that the tool system is close to symmetric and the tool system 
parameters are similar in each direction, X, Y, radial, and tangential. As a result, the 
system parameters in the tangential and radial directions are used in both the X and Y 
directions. However, if a tool system is asymmetric, the measured forces from the Smart 
Tool should be converted to the X and Y directions. This conversion is not an easy 
process, since very accurate knowledge of the tooth rotational position is required. 
Because of the phase delay between structural deflections and cutting forces, the actual 
tooth angle is difficult to determine. Conversion of the Smart Tool measurement to the X 
and Y directions is left as future work.
3.7 Summary
In order to calculate the regenerative chip thickness by simulation, tool and 
workpiece deflections must be considered. To do this, the systems parameters (ton_dyn. Cdyn, 
Cprocess, kdyn) under dynamic condition are defined for the tool and workpiece systems.
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Using an LPC with proper order, G>d_dyn, Cdyn, and p^rocess of each system under dynamic 
condition, i.e. the tool rotating, are defined from out-of-cut profiles and de-trended in-cut 
profiles. The unknown stiffness kdyn of the systems can be estimated by using the system 
parameters (con_sta, ksta) under static condition. Since the system parameters do not remain 
constant, e.g. when a tool holder is remounted in the spindle, identification parameters 




COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a time-domain milling simulation is validated with experimental 
data from the Kistler and Smart Tool sensors. Specifically, the simulation is compared to 
experimental results using force profile, maximum peak force and force frequency 
content. The maximum peak force is used for process planning to maintain part quality 
and prevent tool damage. The frequency content is used to detect the onset of chatter. 
Since statistical values of the system parameters are used for simulation, the sensitivity of 
the simulation results to variations in system parameters is investigated. In addition, the 
capability of the simulation as a tool for predicting chatter will be discussed.
4.2 Force Sensor Models
The Kistler and the Smart Tool both measure force through the displacements of 
the sensor structure. Since the displacement is affected by system dynamics, the 
relationship between the actual cutting forces and the sensor data should be defined. The 
Kistler dynamometer uses a piezoelectric force transducer and the Smart Tool uses a 
strain gauge for measuring cutting forces. The force measurement of these two sensors is 
based indirectly on displacements of the tool and the workpiece. Any displacement 
changes resulting from the structural dynamics leads to errors in the sensor force 
measurement. Sensor models can help us understand these dynamic effects. Both the
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Smart Tool and the Kistler Dynamometer can be modeled as a simple second-order 
dynamic models with mass (m), spring (k), and damper (b). The input to the sensor 
models is the cutting force between the tool and the workpiece and the output from the 
sensor models is the force measurement.
The Kistler Dynamometer uses a piezoelectric force transducer that can be 
modeled as a coupled mechanical and electrical system (Figure 4.1). From the 
mechanical model of the force transducer, the relationship between applied forces (Fc) 
and cover plate displacement (u) is derived as shown in Equation 4.1, where kkistier is the
I k  bstiffness, con is natural frequency (con = I— ), and t, is damping ratio (C, = ):
1 2- S- S
Fc = k ' ( 7~ 2 ‘ U+ „  -u + u )  (4.1)U)n con
dE E dq
C • - — b — = i  = —  = kq - u  (4.2)dt R dt
Ire
|  Cover (to) — l u
B0 E y RI  c T
BaKPteti
Pori Electrical Part
Figure 4.1: Piezoelectric Force Transducer 
The electric model of the piezoelectric force transducer can be analyzed resulting in 
Equation 4.2, where C is the total capacitance including crystal, cable, and scope, R is the 
total resistance, E is the voltage change, i is electric current, q is electric charge, and kq is 
piezoelectric coefficient between the displacements of crystal and the resultant electric 
field. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be combined with the instrumentation sensitivity
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(^ sen s it iv ity )t0 provide a model relating actual cutting force (Fc) to the measured force 
measurement (Fm):
Fm ' ^sensitivity ’ R ‘ U




u(S) k q • R • S E(S)
^sensitivity
Fm(S)
0)n2 2 ‘i ' S + 10>n
C R - S  +  1
Figure 4.2: Piezoelectric Force Transducer Model with Laplace Transform 
Based on Equation 4.3, shown in block diagram form in Figure 4.2, the force 
measurement (Fm) is proportional to the crystal velocity (u). However, the electric model 
of the piezoelectric force transducer can be approximated as a constant since the time 
constant of the crystal, when connected to the amplifier, is in the order of several minutes. 
As a result, the bandwidth is only limited by the mechanical natural frequency. Therefore, 
the relation between measurement (Fm) and displacement (u) can be approximated by:
Fm = kkistler • u (4.4)
The Smart Tool sensor element is four strain gauges arranged in a Wheatstone 
bridge. The mechanical part of the Smart Tool is modeled the same as the piezoelectric 
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Mechanical Part
E <Ro +A R -uf Xlex
Electrical Part
Figure 4.3: Strain Gauge 
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The relationship between displacement (u) and voltage change (E) is given by:
Eex • AR
e =  T T r7 u (45)
, where Eex is the circuit input voltage, AR is variable resistance per unit length, and R0 is 
a constant resistance. Since Eex, AR, and R0 are constant values, the force measurement 
(Fm) is proportional to displacement. Hence, the relation between displacement and force 
measurement in the strain gauge is:
Eex • AR
Fm — ^sensitivity ' 2 • R U = ksmart U (4.6)
As seen in the general sensor model of Figure 4.4, the relationship between 
applied force (Fc) and force measurement (FM) is given by ksensor (kidstier or ksmart) that 
relates the force measurement (FM) and displacement (u) for both sensors. Using this 
model, the simulated force measurements can be compared with experimental data. Noise 






Ci>n 2 o T + l(On
Figure 4.4: Applied Forces to Measurements
4.3 Cutting Conditions and Cutting Coefficients
Cutting conditions and cutting coefficients for a given set of tool and workpiece 
systems must be defined in order to simulate cutting forces. Tool and workpiece systems 
are defined with the system parameters obtained in Chapter 3 (see in Table 4.1).
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Simulation and experimental data are compared for the following cutting 
conditions:
• Spindle Speed: 2600 [rpm]
• Cutting type: up-milling
• Radial depth of cut: half immersion
• Axial depth of cut: a=0.125 [in]
• Average chip thickness: havg = 0.001 [in]
• Material: A16061
• Number of teeth: Nt = 1
• Cutter: Sandvik Coromill 390 (d: 0.75 [in])
• Mill insert: R390-11 T3 08E-NL H I3A
Table 4.1: Defined Systems Parameters with Half Immersion and 2600[rpm]
Workpiece System
■x w orkoiece sta 3.628e8 [N/m], kv workniece sta — 5.017e8 [N/m]Static
Most cutting conditions can be assigned values, however the helix angle should
be measured for the insert cutter. Figure 4.5 shows the how to get the helix angle from
measurements. The helix angle for this cutter and insert is:
Q r j  i   -i (  3.54 [mm]  ^ 180[deg]
helix tdeg] tan \io .98  [mm]) * pi [rad] [
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Figure 4.5: Helix Angle 
Based on the linear cutting force model shown in Equations 2.4 and 2.5, cutting
coefficients are calculated using the average force method (see [9] for details). The
obtained cutting coefficients are:
Ktc = 688.0e6 [N/m2], Kte = 17.2e3 [N/m], Krc = 229.4e6 [N/m2] and Kre = 10.5e3 [N/m]
4.4 Comparison with Stable Cutting Data
To validate the simulation model containing the tool-workpiece compliance, 
stable experimental cut data is compared with the simulated force measurements using 
the same cutting conditions as in the experiments. The model parameters used in the 
simulation are those derived from the experimental cuts as described in Chapter 3. 
Cutting force profiles, maximum peak forces, and frequency content of the cutting forces 
are compared.
Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show the simulation results. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the 
comparison of the Kistler and Smart Tool data to the simulated cutting force and 
simulated force measurement. Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of the resultant force 
from the Kistler data. These figures show that the simulated force measurements are quite 
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Figure 4.6: Simulated Results and Experimental Data, Kistler
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Figure 4.7: Simulated Results and Experimental Data, Smart Tool
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Figure 4.8: Simulated Results and Experimental Data, Resultant Force o f Kistler
In the out-of-cut profile of Figures 4.6 and 4.7, both the simulated and 
experimental force measurements of the Smart Tool show beating, which occurs when 
two interacting structures have similar natural frequencies. For the in-cut profile, 
vibrations can be observed for both the simulation and the experiment, even though the 
cutting process is stable. This in-cut vibration remained the same cycle to cycle from the 
simulation results, but it varies somewhat for the actual cutting because of the stochastic 
nature of cutting. In general, the vibration grows during the in-cut portion of the actual 
cut and shrinks in the simulation. More sophisticated modeling is required to simulate 
this effect.
Table 4.2 gives the maximum peak force for both the simulation and the 
experiment along with the standard error. The maximum peak force from the simulation
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is directly affected by the cutting coefficients values, as well as by the vibration model 
and the parameters of those models. The simulated results are slightly lower than the 
experimental data for this particular cutting conditions and system parameters, with an 
average error around 9%.
Table 4.2: Comparison of Maximum Peak Forces
Maximum Peak Force (Absolute Value)
Direction X Y Resultant Force Radial Tangential
Simulation [N] 115.9 137.9 148 65.1 133.8
Experiment [N] 127.9 139.7 168.1 69.7 157.2
Error [%] 9.38 1.29 11.96 6.60 14.89
Maximum P e a k  F o rce , Half Im m ersion , 2 6 0 0  [RPM]
180 i-----------------------1-----------------------1----------------------- c----------------------- 1----------------------- r—
1 S im ulated  [left]
I  Experim ental [right]
X Y R esu ltan t R adial Tangential
Figure 4.9: Maximum Peak Forces between Simulation and Experimental Data
The frequency content from both the simulation and experimental data from the
Kistler and Smart Tool is shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Accurate frequency content
from the simulation is important in chatter prediction. Since the tool and workpiece
systems are modeled as a second-order system, the frequency content of the simulation is
similar to the frequency content of the experimental results until 2100 Hz, where the
second mode of vibration occurs. Among the harmonics of the tooth passing frequency,
enlarged peaks near con of the structures can be observed in both the simulation results
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Figure 4.10: FFT Comparison of Kistler and Simulated Data
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Table 4.3: Experimental Data Sets for Validation of Simulation
Axial Depth of Cut Radial Immersion Spindle Speed [RPM] Stability







Previously, experimental data from a half immersion cut at 2600 rpm was used to 
validate the simulation model. In order to further validate the simulation, different 
experimental data sets are compared with simulation results. Table 4.3 shows the 
additional four cutting conditions that are used for the validation of the simulation. The 
same cutter and inserts are used in all four cuts. System parameters for selected cutting 
conditions, and cutting coefficients, are obtained experimentally (see for detail in 
Appendix F). Table 4.4 and Figure 4.12 show the maximum peak force comparison of the 
experimental and simulated data.
Table 4.4: Comparison of Experimental and Simulated Maximum Peak Forces
Hal f Immersion, 600 [RPM]
Direction X Y Resultant Force Radial Tangential
Simulation [N] 146.5 179.1 190.7 77.2 175.8
Experiment [N] 169.1 148.7 187 84.2 178
Error [%] 13.4 20.4 1.97 8.3 1.2
Hal]' Immersion, 3600 [RPM]
Direction X Y Resultant Force Radial Tangential
Simulation [N] 162.2 179.4 193.1 96.7 173.6
Experiment [N] 132.5 123.1 175.2 72.3 167.9
Error [%] 22.4 45.7 10.2 33.7 3.4
Slot, 60(3 [RPM
Direction X Y Resultant Force
Simulation [N] 144.7 182.6 188.2
Experiment [N] 166.7 166.4 192.9
Error [%] 13.2 9.7 2.4
Slot, 3600 [RPM]
Direction X Y Resultant Force
Simulation [N] 162.8 228.2 253.5
Experiment [N] 150.1 173.6 215.2
Error [%] 8.5 31.5 17.8
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Figure 4.12: Comparison o f Experimental and Simulated Maximum Peak Forces 
Figure 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 show resultant forces for both experiment and
simulation. Since the Smart Tool cannot measure cutting force in the radial and tangential
directions at the same time, the resultant forces are experimentally obtained from the
Kistler dynamometer. For each case, the force profile and frequency content for both
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4.5 Simulation Sensitivity to Tool System Parameter Variation
The milling simulation as implemented uses invariant system parameters. Unlike 
the simulation, actual system parameters vary due to the stochastic nature of cutting and 
the complicated cutting geometry that is simplified in the model. In this section, we 
investigate how the simulation results are affected by variation of the system parameters. 
One cut is investigated , half immersion, 2600 [rpm].
Previously, the system -parameters under dynamic condition were defined 
statistically from 30 cycles of the stable experimental cutting data through use of LPC. 
Figure 4.17 shows the pole position variation using LPC, which associates the parameters 
® n_dyn and Cdyn- Both oon_dyn and Cdyn clearly change from cycle to cycle. The distance from 
zero to the pole's position indicates the natural frequency in Figure 4.17. Simulation 
results are investigated using min, max, and average statistical system parameter values 
(Table 4.5). Since the workpiece system has much greater stiffness than the tool system, 
only the variation of tool system parameters are examined by simulation. Table 4.6 shows 
the average and the standard error of the mean (SEM) of the tool's con_ d y n , C dyn, and Cprocess 
from experimental data both in radial and tangential directions. Based on the average and 
SEM, possible maximum and minimum system parameters are calculated with a 95 % 
confidence interval (avg±1.96-SEM). The simulation results are examined with possible 













Table 4.5: Possible Combinations (8 cases) of Tool System Parameters
case combination case combination |
1 ©n dvn, Cdvn avg Corocess max 2 ©n dvn, Cdvn avg Cnrocess min I
3 ©n dvn, Cdvn max Cnrocess avg 4 ©n dvn, Cdvn min Corocess avg 1
5 ©n dvn, Cdvn max Cnrocess max 6 ©n dvn, Cdvn max Corocess min 1
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Figure 4.17: The LPC Pole Distribution o f the Tool and Workpiece Systems 
Table 4.6: Statistical Maximum and Minimum Parameters of the Tool System
Dynamic Condition
Out-of-Cut In-Cut
©n dvn [Hz] Cdvn Corocess
avg SEM avg SEM Avg SEM
639.6 9.9 0.071 0.021 0.174 0.031
max 659.0 0.111 0.235
| min 620.1 0.031 0.113
The simulation program is run for the eight conditions given in Table 4.5 and 4.6. 
Figure 4.18 to 4.25 show the simulated cutting force and simulated measured cutting
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force for the eight combinations min, avg, and max parameter values. Except for the case 
with minimum wn_dyn, Cdyn and minimum process (see in Figure 4.25), peak force 
simulation results are not sensitive to the statistical maximum or minimum of the tool 
system parameters, as seen in from Figure 4.18 to 4.24. The variation of con_dyn of the tool 
system does not significantly affect the simulation results. However, it is clearly observed 
that the oscillation magnitudes are changing depending on Qjyn and p^rocess- The oscillation 
magnitudes decrease as £dyn or process of the tool system increase. Figure 4.25 shows 
unstable cutting when using the minimum of con_dyn, Cdyn and process (® n_dyn: 620.06 [Hz], 
tUyn- 0.031, and process'- 0.1126). For this particular case, it suggests that £dyn and p^rocess 
help determine the stability of the cut, but it is unknown which has a greater effect. In 
general, one can state that the force simulation program can accurately predict cutting
forces when supplied with good parameter values.
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Figure 4.23: Simulation with Maximum con_,00i_dyn and CtooLdyn and Minimum Cfprocess
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Figure 4.24: Simulation with Minimum (on_t0oLdyn and CtooLdyn and Maximum Cprocess
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Figure 4.25: Simulation with Minimum co„_,ooi_dyn and CtooLdyn and Minimum Cprocess 
4.6 Simulation: Prediction of Chatter
With well-defined system parameters, the capability of the simulation to predict 
chatter should be investigated. The simulation estimates cutting forces for a given cutting 
condition with system parameters derived from a stable experimental cut with the same 
cut conditions except for the axial depth of cut. As the axial depth of cut is increased, 
simulation results are examined to determine when instability or chatter occurs. 
Experimentally, at 2600 [rpm], half immersion chatter occurs when the axial depth of cut 
is 0.175 [in] (see in Figure 4.26). The simulation is run using cutting coefficient values 
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Figure 4.27: Simulated Chatter, 0.189 [in] Axial Depth o f Cut
From the simulation results as seen in Figure 4.27, instability occurs at an axial 
depth of cut 0.189 [in]. Experimentally, when a=0.175 [in], the milling process is 
unstable and chatter builds up. The maximum axial depth of the cut is hard to find 
experimentally because of the potential for machine and tool damage. Figure 4.28 shows 
how chatter builds up in the simulation. Due to the large deflections of the structures, the 
cutter does not stay in continuous contact with the workpiece inside the cutting region 
(Ostart ~  9actual end)- The remaining material results in large cutting forces for the next cycle. 
A major benefit of a milling simulation is that one can examine how the cutting force 
stability is affected by different cutting conditions.
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Figure 4.28: Simulated Chatter Build Up
Table 4.7 shows more stable and unstable experimental data sets. At an axial 
depth of 0.125 [in] both slot cuts (600 [rpm] and 3600 [rpm]) are stable. Simulations for 
these cutting conditions (Table 4.3) also showed stable cuts. The axial depth is increased 
in the simulations to produce chatter. This occurs at 0.183 [in] and 0. 198 [in], slightly 










and experimental chatter for the 600 [rpm] and 3600 [rpm] cut. The simulated results 
show the capability of the simulation program for chatter prediction.
Table 4.7: Experimental Data Sets (Stable Cut and Chatter)
Axial Depth of Cut Radial Immersion Spindle Speed [RPM] Stability
3.175 [mm] = 0.125[in] Slot 600 stable
3600 stable
4.445 [mm] =0.175 [in] Slot 600 unstable
3600 unstable
Experiment
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Figure 4.29: Experimental and Simulated Chatter, Slot, 600 [rpm]
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Figure 4.30: Experimental and Simulated Chatter, Slot, 3600 [rpm]
4.5 Summary
In Chapter 4, a time-domain milling simulation program with tool-workpiece 
compliance is validated for a given set of cutting conditions. The system parameters used 
in the simulation are derived from the experimental cut at the same cutting conditions. To 
validate the simulation, maximum peak force, force profile, and force frequency content 
are compared to experimental data. Based on these criteria, it is concluded that the 
simulation can estimate cutting forces for a given set of cutting conditions if the system 
parameters are well defined. In addition, the simulation can also predict chatter with 
systems parameters obtained from stable experimental cutting data. Since Linear 
Predictive Coding (LPC) is used for system identification, system parameters are defined 
only from stable cutting experiments.
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CHAPTER V
COMPENSATION OF SENSOR DYNAMICS USING AN EXTENDED KALMAN 
FILTER WITH SELF-TUNING
In order to monitor the cutting force during milling with a CNC machine, force 
transducers such as the Kistler dynamometer (piezoelectric sensor) and the Smart Tool 
(strain gauge) are used. Due to sensor dynamics, there are differences between the actual 
cutting force and the measured force, characterized by phase delay and additional 
vibrations in the cutting profile. In Chapter 5, actual cutting forces are estimated from the 
measured sensor data using an Extended Kalman Filter. The estimated cutting force is 
then used for system identification. Since cutting forces are composed of harmonics of 
the tooth passing frequency and runout frequency, both a sensor dynamic model and 
harmonic cutting force model are included in an Extended Kalman Filter model to 
improve filter performance. The harmonic computations of the cutting force model are 
used to self-tune the Extended Kalman Filter.
5.1 Introduction
For the Smart Machining System' developed at UNH, two different force 
transducers are used to monitor cutting forces. Both force transducers have their sensors 
located away from the actual cut. The Kistler has piezoelectric crystals inside a load cell 
and the Smart Tool has strain gauges located on the upper part of the tool holder. Both 
sensors respond to deflection away from the cut and can be modeled as second-order
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mechanical systems with a damping ratio, natural frequency and stiffness. The dynamics 
associated with each sensor can affect force readings near, or above their natural 
frequencies. In addition, excessive vibrations in the measured force profile are seen in the 
tooth out-of-cut regions, where the actual cutting force is zero. In 2004, Simon S. Park 
and Yusulf Altintas [13] showed that a Kalman filter with a pseudo integrator can 
compensate for spindle dynamic effects on strain gauges located on the spindle. Their 
method is sensitive to coefficients of the spindle dynamics such as natural frequency, 
damping ratio and sensor stiffness, and the input covariance matrix of the noise. The 
covariance matrix must be practically tuned for each case in order to apply the Kalman 
filter. In this work, an Extended Kalman Filter is used to reduce the effect of system 
dynamics and improve the performance of the Kalman filter. This Extended Kalman 
Filter model includes a harmonic force model and a sensor dynamic model reducing the 
need for Kalman tuning, and making it less sensitive to system parameter variation.
In order to estimate actual cutting forces from the force measurements, the inverse 
system model, as see in Figure 5.1, is used, based on a second-order system model of the 
sensor as shown in Figure 4.4.
Fm(S) 1 u(S) S22 + 2 ' r + lCDn C0n
FC(S)
1/^s e n s o r 1
k
Figure 5.1: Ideal Conversion from Force Measurements to Cutting Forces, assuming a 
Second-order Dynamic Model fo r  the Force Sensor
The actual measurement data includes the force measurement and noise (see Figure 5.2). 
The noise causes significant error when converting the measured force to cutting force. If 
the noise is integrated,, its effect on the measured force is reduced. However, if it is
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differentiated, as it is necessary for this conversion, the noise results in significant errors 
in computation of the cutting force. Therefore, for accuracy, the noise should be 
completely filtered before calculation of the cutting force. Using a type of filter such as a 
low pass, the noise can be reduced, but some noise will remain causing significant error 
when differentiated twice. For this reason, the Kalman filter is used for estimation of 
cutting forces. The Kalman filter reduces the effect of noise and estimates all states such 







Figure 5.2: Conversion from Sensor Measurements with Noise to Applied Cutting Forces
5.2 General Kalman Technique
The basic concept of the Kalman filter is recursively minimizing the mean square 
error between the actual states and estimated states, using state space methods. The 
Kalman filter has the ability to filter noise and estimate all of the system's states from one 
noisy state measurement. For example, velocity can be estimated from the position 
measurement.
The recursive operation is one of the key features of Kalman filtering. Recursive 
means that current desired value (Mn) is estimated by a weighted sum of the previous
measurements ( ( ~ ~ )  • Mn_x) and current measurement ( z j  without storing all previous
measurements [15]. A simple recursive example is shown by:
Since a weighted sum of the previous measurements and current measurement is 
discarded after the current desired valued is estimated, storage memory problems are not 
a concern.
The Kalman filter uses a state space approach with the state model (Equation 5.2) 
and observation model (Equation 5.3) defined as:
X =  A-X +  B -w  (5.2)
y = H • X + N (5.3)
, where A is the state transition matrix, B is the input transition matrix, H is the
observation matrix, N is the additive noise process, X is the state vector, y is the noisy
measurement vector, and w is the uncorrelated input vector which is assumed as a white 
noise with zero average value.
The Kalman filter is optimized using the least square error (ey = y — y) between 
current measurement (y) and recursive estimated measurement (y) by the Kalman gain (G) 
which is derived from Equation 5.4 and 5.5 [15].
% = A- X+ G-  ( y - y )  (5.4)
£ = H • X (5.5)
This estimated state (X.) is recursively calculated from the current measurement y and the 
previous state of X using a recursive discrete formula [15]. After the state space model 
(Equation 5.2 and 5.3) is defined, the covariance matrix (Q) of input (w) and covariance 
matrix (R) of noise (N) are needed in order to calculate the Kalman gain. The method to 
find Q and R is discussed in the next section. The Kalman gain is calculated by 
minimizing the covariance (ve) of the signal estimation error (e = X — until the signal
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estimation error becomes a constant value at steady state (ideally, ek+1 =  0 or e =  0).
Figure 5.3 shows the Kalman gain calculation based on the covariance. T is the sampling 
time.
I Vs = i n i t i a l  c o v a r i a n c e  o f  s i g n a l  e s t i m a t i o n  e r r o r  
1^3 f o r  i = l : s t e p
G = V e*H '* l /R ;
Ve = Ve+T*( (A-G*H)*Ve+Ve*(A-G*H)' +B*Q*B' +G*R*G' ) ;
end
Figure 5.3: Numerical Calculation of the Discrete Kalman Gain [15]
5.2.1 Kalman Filter with a Pseudo Integrator
In order to filter signal noise, a Kalman filter is applied to the second-order sensor 
model (see Figure 4.4). The state space model is defined as:
0
( i l -
0
-cor I d ' & H ^ K - A - s + B - w
y =  Fm =  [ k s e n s o r  0] • +  N =  H • X +  N (5.7)
The state space model is shown in Figure 5.4, with Xi the displacement of the sensor (x) 
and the X2 the velocity of the sensor (x).
noise
Figure 5.4: Kalman Filter with Noise Elimination
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In this application, the Kalman filter minimizes the effect of noise and estimates 
the force measurement ( Fm ) by estimating the displacement and velocity states 
( Xx and X2 ). However, the actual cutting forces cannot be estimated because an 
additional state X3, related to acceleration of the sensor, is needed to provide an estimate 
of the cutting force. This is accomplished by adding a pseudo integrator to the state 





Figure 5.5: Kalman Filter with a Pseudo Integrator for Estimation o f Cutting Force
The state space model for the Kalman filter with a pseudo integrator is defined as:
The Kalman filter is applied to the above state space model (Equation 5.8 and 5.9) in 
order to estimate cutting forces from noisy measurements. Previous research by Park and 
Altintas [14] proves this application is reliable with calibrated system parameters and 
tuned covariance matrix (Q) of inputs ( W j) .  However, two key features limit their results. 
First, the spindle dynamics is characterized by system parameters under static condition, 
even though system parameters change during cutting. Second, tuning the Kalman filter,
i.e. choosing the values of the covariance of the Kalman filter inputs (wO, is 
accomplished by empirical trials. The input covariance matrix (Q) is related to the 
uncertainty of the sensor dynamics and the actual cutting forces that are unknown. 
Generally, there is no way to directly measure the input covariance matrix of the Kalman 
filter that is associated with wj, W2, and W3. Therefore, the covariance matrix (Q) of the 
unknown inputs must be tuned instead of systematic determination. Even if the 
covariance matrix (Q) of the unknown input (wj) is tuned, it can only be applied in certain 
cases when the system parameters are constant. If the parameters change, e.g. damping, 
the Q matrix must be tuned again.
5.3 Extended Kalman Filter Model
In order to avoid tedious Kalman tuning, i.e. finding the covariance matrix (Q) of 
input ( W j ) ,  an Extended Kalman Filter model that includes a harmonic cutting force 
model and a sensor dynamic model is considered. Theoretically, the milling force 
contains harmonics of the tooth passing frequency and runout frequency if the tool 
contains multiple teeth. An Extended Kalman Filter model is developed from a 
combination of the harmonic cutting force model and second-order sensor dynamic 
model as seen in Figure 5.6.
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noiseHarmonic Cutting Force Model 




Figure 5.6: Extended Kalman Filter Model Containing both the Harmonic Cutting Force
Model and Second-order Sensor Dynamic Model
5.3.1 Sensor Dynamic Model
As mentioned before, the force transducer dynamics of both the Smart Tool and 
the Kistler dynamometer are modeled as a second-order system with mass, spring, and 




Figure 5.7: Second-order Sensor Dynamic Model 
In order to improve model accuracy, a higher order system could be considered. However, 
if a higher order model is adapted, system coefficients must be accurately identified to
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maintain overall model accuracy. For simple modeling and identification, a Kalman filter
is developed for the second-order model as:
1 2 •  ^ . m .. b .
FC = . 2 ' m "F ~  Fm+Fm = — • Fm +  — • Fm+Fm (5.10)COfj U)n iv K
The identification of system parameters is discussed in Chapter 3. Since system 
parameters, con and change depending on boundary conditions, one has to examine the 
effect of parameter variation on filter performance.
5.3.2 Harmonic Cutting Force Model
Instead of a pseudo integrator, as described in section 5.2.1, a harmonic force
model is utilized as part of the Extended Kalman Filter. The harmonic force model
provides some information of the unknown input (Fc) based on the harmonic force
corresponding to the tooth passing frequency (a>ft) or runout frequency (corunout) when
considering a multiple tooth cutter. The tooth pass frequency and runout frequency are-
given in Equation 5.11, where Nt is the number of teeth.
Spindle Speed [rpm] coft 
“ runout = ------------go----- ! [Hz] (5.11)
The cutting force at the tooth passing frequency can be written as a Fourier series as
shown in Equation 5.12:
00
Fc(t) = A0 + ^T(A, cos(i • coft • t) + Bj sin(i • ooft • t)) (5.12)
i=l
, where Ao, Aj, and B* are the Fourier coefficients. Assuming that the cutting force is an 
even function (f(x)=f(-x)), the coefficients (Ao, Aj, and Bj) are defined in Equation 5.13 
[16]:
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From Equations 5.12 and 5.13, the harmonic cutting force model is defined as:
Fc(t) =  A0 + Ax • cos(cc>ft • t) + A2 • cos(2 • coft • t) + A3 • cos(3 • coft • t) +  ... (5.14)
, where Ao is defined as the average value of Fc, and A; is the coefficient of the Fourier 
terms, which is the magnitude of the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) at each harmonic of 
the tooth passing frequency.
In order to represent Fc (Equation 5.14) as a state space model, a model of each 
harmonic is defined. Equation 5.15 is the differential equation for a harmonic motion 
with known frequency (©).
In addition, wheny(O) = 0, the general homogeneous solution becomes Aj cos(i • co • t), 
which is a component of the Fc Fourier series (Equation 5.14). Now, yx = Ax cos(cOft • t) 
can be represented in state space as:
5.17 and 5.18 represent the state space model of the first cutting force harmonic.
y + co2 • y = 0 (5.15)




Vi *, where w is a white noise with zero mean, Xi is —, X2 is Xx, and yi is FCl. Equations
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Each harmonic component of the cutting force can be combined to form the 



















Figure 5.8: Parallel Structure o f the Harmonic Cutting Force Model 
5.3.3 Kalman Tuning .bv Harmonic Computation
As mentioned before, a well-known drawback of the Kalman filter is "tuning the 
covariant matrix (Q) of input (w,) ". In this work, the value of the input covariant matrix 
is chosen by harmonic computation.
For the harmonic cutting force model in state space (Equation 5.17), the variance 
of X and w are related by:
Var(x) = A • Var(x) + Var(x) • AT +  B • Var(w) +  Var(w) • BT (5.19)
With an assumption that the covariance matrix of X ( Var(X)) becomes a zero matrix at 
steady state, the relationship between the variance of X and the variance of w becomes:
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Var(w) = (coft2) • Var(x) ( 5 . 2 0 )
From Equation 5.18, the relationship between the variance of FCl and the variance of X 
is defined as:
As shown in Equation 5.23, the input covariant matrix (Q) is computed by the Fourier 
coefficient (AO of the cutting force and the cutting force variance ( Var(Fc. ) ).
The Fourier coefficient (A j) can be determined from an FFT of the cutting force. 
The magnitude of each tooth passing harmonics is equal to A j, where i represents the 
harmonic number. The cutting force variance ( Var(Fc.) ) is calculated from the power 
spectral density (PSD) of the cutting force. The variance of Fc. is the area under the PSD 
curve [15] at each harmonic of the tooth passing frequency. The area is calculated using 
rectangular integration [see MATLAB code for detail in Appendix G].
In order to calculate the covariance matrix (Q) in Equation 5.23, the cutting force 
has to be defined. However, only the force measurement (Fm) with noise is available. 
These force measurements are analyzed to find the Fourier coefficients (A,) of the cutting 
force and the cutting force variance ( Var(Fc. ) ). Through use of the milling simulation,
( 5 . 2 1 )
Using Equation 5.20 and 5.21, the covariance of input (w) is defined as:
Var(w) ( 5 . 2 2 )
From Equation 5.22, the covariant matrix (Q) of inputs (wn) is given by:
Q(i+2)(i+2) — Var(wi+2) ( 5 . 2 3 )
the relationship between cutting forces ( Fc ) and force measurements ( Fm ) are 
investigated to see if the FFT and PSD are similar for force content below the natural 
frequency of the sensor. If so, we can assume that the Fourier coefficients (A j) of the 
cutting force and the cutting force variance ( Var(Fc.) ) can be approximated from the 
measured data.
The force simulation program has been validated with a number of experimental 
cuts as described in Chapter 4. One specific cut for the Smart Tool (Radial) can been seen 
in Figure 4.7. The FFT and PSD of the simulated cutting force and simulated force 
measurements of this cut are computed and compared (see in Figure 5.9).
As seen in Figure 5.9, the frequency content of the simulated force measurements
\
tend to have the same pattern as the content of the simulated cutting forces below the 
natural frequency of the sensor (Smart Tool: T, R ~ 630 Hz, Kistler dynamometer: X ~ 
1200 Hz, Y ~ 1400 Hz). Near the natural frequency of the sensors, the magnitude of the 
tooth passing harmonics increases from resonance. Based on these observations, one can 
assume that the Fourier coefficients (A j) of the cutting force can be approximated by 
force measurements below the natural frequency of sensor. In addition, the PSD in Figure 
5.8 shows that energy above the system's natural frequency is small enough to be ignored. 
Therefore, the cutting force variance ( Var(Fc. ) ) can be approximated by the covariance 
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Figure 5.9: FFT and PSD of Simulated Cutting Forces and Force Measurements, Smart
Tool in Radial
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From Figure 5.9, the magnitude of the FFT and PSD from the simulated force 
measurements at each tooth pass frequency harmonic is larger than those magnitude from 
the simulated cutting force, even if they tend to be same pattern. Using the FFT and PSD 
of the force measurement instead of the cutting force makes A* and Var(Fc.) larger. As a 
result, we cannot be sure whether the input covariance matrix increases or decreases (see 
in Equation 5.22). However, because Var(Fc.) is generally larger than Aj2 (see in Figure 
5.10), the variance of w; is more affected by Var(Fc.).
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the variance o f cutting force ( Var(Fc ) ) and the Fourier
2  *Coefficients Squared (A, )
Therefore, the input variance is increased when the FFT and PSD from the force 
measurement are used instead of the cutting force. For example, the covariance of inputs 
from the simulated force measurement is larger than the input covariance of the simulated 
cutting force (see in Table 5.1). Since larger values of the Q matrix represents higher 
model uncertainty, the input variance matrix from the force measurement can be used for 
the Extended Kalman Filter.
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Table 5.1: Increasing the Input Covariance Matrix (Q), Model Uncertainty
Simulation Var(w3) Var(w4) Var(w5) Var(w6)
f » 2.5878E+06 1.2455E+07 2.4331E+07 3.9328E+07
fc 2.5876E+06 1.2454E+07 2.4329E+07 3.9325E+07
Var(w7) Var(wg) Var(w9) Var(wio)
fm  • 6.3160E+07 1.0576E+08 1.3853E+08 1.5935E+08
fc 6.3152E+07 1.0575E+08 1.3852E+08 1.5934E+08
Var(wu) Var(wi2) Var(wi3) Var(wi4)
fm 2.0079E+08 2.7894E+08 3.6121E+08 1.1241E+08




The order of the harmonic force model can be decided by how many tooth passing 
harmonics are incorporated for a given spindle speed. For example, with given spindle 
speed of 2600 [rpm], for the Smart Tool we use n=13, while for the Kistler dynamometer 
we use n=21 on X and n=29 on Y. This keeps the considered harmonics below the 
system's natural frequency.
In conclusion, we claim that the Fourier series coefficient (A;) of the cutting force 
and the cutting force variance ( Var(Fc. ) ) can be approximated from force measurements 
below the system's natural frequency in order to tune the covariance matrix (Q) of 
unknown inputs (w;). Unfortunately, the covariance of wi and W2, which associate sensor 
dynamic model uncertainty, is tuned by empirical trials instead of systematic tuning. 
However, as soon as accurate system parameters are determined for the Extended 
Kalman Filter, the same values of the covariance of wi and W2 with other experimental 
data sets can be used.
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5.4 The Extended Kalman Filter Parameterization
In order to compute the Kalman gains and apply the Extended Kalman Filter, the 
state space model of the Extended Kalman Filter, the input covariance matrix (Q), and the 
noise covariance matrix (R) must be defined.
In this work, the Extended Kalman Filter is modeled with a continuous system 
model, which includes the harmonic force model and the sensor dynamic model, and a 
discrete measurement and filter model. The system model (Equation 5.24), measurement 
model (Equation 5.25), and the Kalman filter prediction model (Equations 5.26 and 5.27) 
are given by:
X = Ac -X + Bc • w (5.24)
, where Ac is the state transition matrix, AD is the discretized state transition matrix, Bc is 
the input transition matrix, Gd is the discrete Kalman gain matrix, H is the observation 
matrix relating the noisy measurement (Z) to the state vector (X), N is the noise, X is the 
estimated state vector, w is the input covariance vector, and 2 is the estimated 
measurements. The system model and the measurement model are shown in from the 
block diagram form in Figure 5.11.
Z(k) =  H • X(k) +  N(k)
X(k + 1) = Ad ' E(k) + • (z(k) -  H • X(k))
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Figure 5.11: Continuous System Model fo r  the Extended Kalman Filter
The state transition matrix (Ac) is shown in Equation 5.28, and includes both the 
harmonic force model and the sensor dynamic model.
-2n+2,2 n+ 2
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
k b _ A i 0 a 2 0 0
m m m m m
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -O ft2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
9
1 0 0
0 0 0 0 - ( 2coft) 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 -(n to ft) 2 0
( 5 . 2 8 )
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System parameters under dynamic conditions (k^ yn, co„_dyn, and Cdyn) are used for the 
sensor dynamic parameters including b, k, and m (see in Chapter 3). The tooth pass 
frequency (©ft) is calculated from the number of teeth and spindle speed using Equation 
5.11. The Fourier coefficients (A i) are obtained by the FFT of the experimentally 
measured force data. The input transition matrix (Bc) is expressed in Equation 5.29.
Be
-2-n+2,n
r0 0 0 0 0 0 0 °1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 " ■  , 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-1
(5.29)
The observation matrix (H) is defined in Equation 5.30, where k is sensor stiffness. 
Hi,2n+2 = [k 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0] (5.30)
The state vector (X) and the input covariance vector (w) can be observed in Figure 5.11. 
The discretized state transition matrix (AD) is obtained using the MATLAB built-in 
function "c2d" with zero-order hold.
The Extended Kalman Filter model does not require Kalman tuning for selected 
data sets in order to compensate for sensor dynamics. The input covariance matrix (Q), 
except Q (l,l) and Q(2,2), is calculated by PSD and FFT of the experimental data. Based 
on Equation 5.23, the variance of W3 to wn can be approximated from the force 
measurement covariance and the Fourier coefficient of the force measurements. By 
empirical trials, both Q( 1,1) and Q(2,2), which are related to the uncertainty of sensor 
dynamic parameters, are tuned to 0.01. As mentioned before, these values of the Q( 1,1)
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and Q(2,2) are general, and can be used for all cuts. The input covariance matrix can be 
expressed as:
Var(Wi) 0 0 0





Q„«,n.2= 0 0 Var(w3) 0 (5.31)
0 0 0 Var(w4)
0 0 0 0 ••• Var(wn+2)
The noise covariance matrix (R) is determined from the variance of the force 
measurement noise when the CNC machine is stationary. Before the cutting process starts, 
noise on the force sensor signal can be measured. The noise (N) is experimentally 
confirmed as white noise since these are no dominant frequency components. The noise 
variance matrix (R) is computed as the variance of the measured noise using one of 
MATLAB built-in functions "var". In this work, the noise variance matrix becomes just 
one scalar value, since only one noise source is considered in the Extended Kalman Filter 
model.
After the state space model, the input covariance matrix (Q), and the noise 
covariance matrix (R) are defined, the Kalman gain (G^) is calculated by minimizing the
covariance of the signal prediction error (e =  X — X). The Kalman gain is computed by 
the MATLAB built-in function "kalmd".
In addition, initial values of each state (2D are defined from the harmonic force 
model and initial values of the velocity and the displacement (see in Figure 5.10). Xi(0)
is the initial displacement (FmJ°'>) and X2(0) is the initial velocity ((Fm(^  ^m(°)) fs  ^wjjere
K  K
fs is the sampling frequency). Since the force model is a harmonic function (Equation
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5.14), X2 i+i(0) is defined as one because of cosO = 1 and X2 i+i(0) is defined as zero 
because of sinO= 0, where i=l,2,3,..n. These initial values are used for the discrete state 
space model of the Kalman filter in MATLAB SIMULINK.
After calculating the Kalman gain, the Kalman filter is applied to experimental 
data. Figure 5.12 shows the MATLAB SIMULINK block diagram for estimation of the 
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m y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n)x(n+1)=Ax{n)+Bu(n)
C = H_hat
Figure 5.12: Application o f the Extended Kalman Filter 
This application reduces the effect of signal noise and provides estimations of each state. 
The estimated cutting force is obtained from the estimated states by:
Fc = H • X (5.32)
H = [0 0 Ax 0 A2 0 An 0] (5.33)
The estimated observation matrix H is composed of the Fourier coefficients as seen in 
Figure 5.10. Typical Kalman technique assumptions require the inputs (wO, white noise 
sources, to have zero averages. Therefore, the average cutting force (Fc) is biased to zero. 
After the cutting force is estimated, this offset value is added back.
The MATLAB code consists of a main program with function calls for the 
Extended Kalman Filter and can be found in Appendix G. The function code for the 
Extended Kalman Filter auto-calculates the input covariance matrix (Q) from the 
measured force. The inputs to the function code are the discrete measured cutting data as
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a function of time, the sensor noise, the number of teeth, and the sensor system 
parameters including stiffness, natural frequency, and damping ratio. Because Kalman 
tuning is not required, this code automatically estimates the cutting force from the given 
input as long as it is in the proper format, as shown in Appendix G.
5.6 Estimate Cutting Force Results
The results of the Extended Kalman Filter are validated by comparing the 
estimated cutting force to the measured cutting force and the simulated cutting force. The 
Extended Kalman Filter is applied to the experimental data from both the Smart Tool and 
the Kistler dynamometer. The given cutting conditions are half immersion up-milling, 
with 2600 [rpm] spindle speed, 0.0254[mm] average chip thickness, 19.05 [mm] tool 
diameter with one tooth, with a sampling frequency of 10240 [Hz] for the Smart Tool and 
5200 [Hz] for the Kistler dynamometer, which satisfies the Nyquist sampling theorem. 
The estimated cutting force (Fc) is calculated with the Extended Kalman Filter for both 
the Smart Tool (radial and tangential directions) and the Kistler dynamometer (X and Y 
directions). The cutting force simulation computes the simulated cutting force (fc) and the 
simulated force measurement (fm) in X, Y, radial, and tangential directions.
In order to validate the Extended Kalman Filter model, four data sets 
(experimental data, estimated cutting force, simulated cutting force, and simulated force 
measurement) in each direction (X, Y, radial, and tangential) of each sensor (Smart Tool 
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F igure 5.13: C om parison  o f  E stim a ted  C utting  F orce  fro m  the E xtended  K a lm an  F ilte r  to
M easured  a n d  S im u la ted  Force, K istler, X -D irection
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Figure 5 .18: P SD  o f  E stim ated  C utting Force, m ea su red  fo rce , a n d  S im u la ted  Force,












Estimated Cutting Force by Extended Kalman Filter
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Figure 5.19: C om parison o f  E stim a ted  C utting  F orce  fr o m  the  E x tended  K a lm a n  F ilte r  to
M easured  a n d  S im u la ted  Force, Sm a rt Tool, R ad ia l-D irection
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Figure 5.20: FFT of Estimated Cutting Force, measured force, and Simulated Force,
Smart Tool, Radial-Direction
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Since simulated measured forces do not perfectly match the experimental data, 
direct comparison of the estimated cutting force and the simulated cutting force is not 
meaningful for validation of the Extended Kalman Filter. However, the trend between the 
experimental data and estimated cutting forces by Kalman filter clearly shows that 
vibrations from in-cut and out-of-cut profiles are decreased without a phase delay (see in 
Figures 5.13, 5.16, 5.19, and 5.22), even if some vibration components still remain. The 
FFT and PSD of the two forces show a significant reduction of tooth passing harmonics 
at or above the natural frequency of the sensor in Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.17, 5.18, 5.20, 
5.21, 5.23 and 5.24. Similar trends of the harmonic distortion are observed between the 
simulated forces.
The Extended Kalman Filter is successful in reducing the sensor vibration in the 
measured cutting force. An additional model of the cutting force harmonics is required; 
however all the calculations are automated in MATLAB with the measured cutting force 
as the only time based input. In particular, since the input covariance matrix (Q) is 
calculated from the experimentally derived PSD and FFT, the Extended Kalman Filter 
does not require tedious Kalman tuning.
5.7 Extended Kalman Filter Performance
Since the sensor system parameters change during a cut, e.g. in-cut and out-of-cut, 
and the Extended Kalman Filter uses a second dynamic model with constant parameters, 
the performance of the Extended Kalman Filter with different system parameters should 
be investigated. To investigate this, the Smart Tool, radial direction, is examined using 
experimental data from a 2600 [rpm], half immersion cut. Three different sets of system
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parameters are used for this examination as seen in Table 5.2. The Extended Kalman 
Filter results for each of these set of constants is discussed below.
Table 5.2: Different System Parameter Sets, Smart Tool, Radial
Condition k [N/m] co„ [Hz] C
Static 2.82e6 632.22 0.03227
Dynamic In-Cut 2.78e6 627.24 0.14236
Out-of-Cut 2.77e6 626.03 0.03641












Figure 5.25: Extended Kalman Filter Performance in Estimating Cutting Force with 
Different Sets o f Constant System Parameters
As seen in Figure 5.25, there are no significant differences in the results from the 
Extended Kalman Filter when using different system parameters sets. If parameters sets 
are significantly different from the nominal, the Extended Kalman Filter does not work in 
reducing vibrations. Therefore, the performance of the Extended Kalman Filter is seen as 
reasonable if near nominal system parameters are used. Since static system parameters
are close to the dynamic parameters, the Extended Kalman Filter can accurately 
compensate for variation in the system under dynamic conditions, without on-line 
identification of the system dynamic parameters.
In addition, as seen in Figure 5.26, the Extended Kalman Filter performs better 
than a low pass filter in terms of filtering. The low pass filter has significant phase delay 
while the Kalman filter has no delay. With no phase delay, the estimated cutting force 
can be used to calibrate the cutting force model using the instantaneous method [9].
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Figure 5.26: Filtering with Extended Kalman Filter and Low Pass Filter
However, there is a problem in using the Extended Kalman Filter for on-line 
application. The Kalman filter requires a number of force revolutions for stabilization. 
For 2600 rpm, time for 10 revolution (0.23 [s]) is required for stabilization. In order to 
apply the Extended Kalman Filter on-line, a "moving window" may be needed in order to
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reduce processing time. If force data is not needed instantly, e.g. force model calibration, 
the current delay time is acceptable.
5.8 Summary
An Extended Kalman Filter is applied to the measured force data to be 
compensate for sensor dynamics. The Extended Kalman Filter model includes a harmonic 
cutting force model and a second-order sensor dynamic model. Instead of using a trial 
and error tuning method to obtain the input covariance matrix (Q), it is approximated 
from a harmonic cutting force model derived experimentally from measured force data. 
The Extended Kalman Filter is implemented in MATLAB code. It is fully automated, 
requiring a minimum of user input, and very general in use. Several case studies show 
that the filter helps reduce the vibrations associated with the force sensor dynamics. The 
filter was also known to be robust in the presence of sensor model parameter variation, 
indicating that constant static model parameters are sufficient to obtain good results, 
avoiding on-line identification of the dynamic parameters.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
This research on CNC machining has been developed in order to achieve high 
productivity and excellent quality machined parts. To do this, the cutting conditions are 
optimized while maintaining cutting stability. The milling force simulation model with 
tool-workpiece compliance has been developed in order to predict dynamic cutting forces 
and determine cutting stability for a given set of cutting conditions. The main 
components of the simulation are a linear cutting force model, regenerative cutting force 
component, the tool geometry, and a description of the system dynamics including tool 
deflection, workpiece vibration (surface waviness), and process damping effects. The 
process damping model is simplified in that the damping ratio becomes slightly higher 
when the tool and workpiece engage, assuming that the natural frequency and the 
stiffness remain the same.
To accurately estimate cutting forces and predict chatter (instability) through use 
of a simulation, parameter identification of the tool and workpiece systems is essential. 
Since the system parameters vary due to the stochastic nature of cutting, dynamic system 
parameters should be considered in the simulation instead of static system parameters. In 
this thesis, a dynamic system parameter identification method was developed using the 
cutting force measurements from a bed dynamometer (Kistler) and the Smart Tool, which
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is used to measure cutting forces acting on the cutting tool. The force measurements are 
distinguished as either "in-cut" or "out-of-cut" based on the tool/workpiece engagement. 
Similarly, the system parameters consist of dynamic system parameters of "out-of cut" 
and process damping parameters of "in-cut".
Two major parts of the identification method are the linear predictive coding 
(LPC) and the Extended Kalman Filter. The dynamic natural frequency and damping 
ratio are identified through use of the LPC on the out-of-cut force profile. However, since 
the in-cut profile includes the cutting force and the vibration, both the Extended Kalman 
Filter (EKF), used to estimate the "actual" cutting force, and the LPC are used for 
identifying the process damping ratio of the in-cut vibration. The estimated cutting force 
is subtracted from the in-cut measured force to obtain the de-trended in-cut profile. The 
LPC is used on the detrended profile to find the process damping.
In order to accurately estimate the natural frequency and damping ratio, the LPC 
order must be chosen based on the power spectrum density (PSD) of the separated 
vibration components. The EKF was designed containing the harmonic force model and 
the sensor dynamic model. This Extended Kalman Filter is self-tuned by the harmonic 
computation, which is the input covariance matrix (Q) determined from the PSD and FFT 
(Fast Fourier Transform) of the force measurements. Additionally, the dynamic stiffness 
of the tool and workpiece systems is estimated from the static stiffness and natural 
frequency of the tool system and the static workpiece system stiffness.
A milling force simulation with tool-workpiece compliance model was validated 
with a variety of experimental cuts. Model accuracy was assessed in terms of the
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maximum peak force, the force profile, and the force frequency components. We confirm 
that a simulation can estimate the cutting force with well-identified system parameters. In 
addition, the simulation is investigated to see if it can predict chatter for a given axial 
depth of cut. Since chatter is affected by both the tool deflection and the workpiece 
vibration (surface waviness), it is uncertain that chatter can be predicted accurately 
considering only the tool system dynamic behavior, even if workpiece deflections are 
much smaller than tool deflections. Therefore, in terms of chatter prediction through use 
of simulation, the tool-workpiece compliance model must be considered. Figure 6.1 
shows the simulated cutting forces without the tool-workpiece compliance.
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Figure 6.1: Simulation Results without Tool-Workpiece Compliance 
Comparing these results, experimental data (see in Figure 4.7) and the simulated force
measurement with tool-workpiece compliance (see in Figure 4.6), it clearly shows that
simulation results with tool-workpiece compliance is much closer to the measured forces.
In addition, the simulation without tool-workpiece compliance predicts instability at a
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maximum axial depth of cut near 0.7 [in]. The actual axial depth of cut which produces 
chatter is 0.175 [in], while the simulation with compliance was 0.184 [in] (see in Section 
4.6). These results support that the tool-workpiece compliance model must be considered 
in order to determine the conditions which lead to chatter.
The milling force simulation with tool-workpiece compliance can be used to 
optimize cutting conditions with the following procedures:
1) Identification of static system parameters (kslat00i, con_sta_toou k sta_w orkpiece)
2) Stable experimental data collection from the Smart Tool and bed dynamometer 
with selected spindle speed and small depth of cut.
3) Cutting coefficients calibration
4) Dynamic system parameter identification from the force measurements
(®n_dya» Cdyn, ^process)
5) Running the simulation program and investigating the maximum axial depth of 
cut (aiim) for optimization cutting conditions
However, this procedure still has issues. The system parameters vary due to many 
reasons, i.e. tool mounting effects, feedrate, type of cut, spindle speed, large material 
remove, etc. This variation of the system parameters makes it difficult to optimize 
cutting condition through the simulation.
6.2 Future Work
In this section, future work is suggested for improving the milling simulation, the 
system identification, the Extended Kalman Filter, and the chatter frequency detection.
6.2.1 Milling Simulation Improvements
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A more sophisticated simulation model is required to account for the following
effects:
1) The unexplained vibration modes near 2000 and 3500 [Hz] appear in the force 
measurements from both the Smart Tool and bed dynamometer (see in Section 
3.5).
2) The simulated in-cut vibration shrinks but the experimental in-cut vibration grows 
as seen in the comparison of the simulation results and experimental data.
3) The chip thickness is reduced when the cutter enters and exits the cutting region.
4) The tool and workpiece systems parameters change during the cut, even if the 
cutting is stable.
5) The process damping ratio changes inside the cutting region due to the angle 
between the surface waviness and the flank face of the tool.
6.2.2 System Identification
Accurate system parameter identification is essential for accurate simulation. The 
simulation cannot work properly without well-indentified system parameters. The LPC 
used for the system identification works well. However, in order to apply the LPC, 
experimental data should be separated into in-cut and out-of-cut vibrations. Due to the 
stochastic nature of the cut, the signal separation procedure requires more work in order 
to generally apply the LPC in real time. In addition, the dynamic stiffness identification 
method of the tool and workpiece systems must be developed for general use. Especially, 
the dynamic workpiece system parameters change a large amount with high material 
remove rates.
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6.2.3 Developing Extended Kalman Filter
The Extended Kalman Filter has been developed in order to compensate for 
sensor dynamic effects and estimate cutting forces from the force measurements. As 
previously mentioned, the Extended Kalman Filter does not require Kalman tuning. 
However, the Kalman filter needs a time constant for stabilization (see in Section 5.7). 
Therefore, the real-time implementation of the Extended Kalman Filter needs more work, 
i.e. using a "moving window" which defines the minimum time constant to stabilize the 
filter itself. In addition, a more complicated sensor dynamic model is required as a part of 
the Extended Kalman Filter.
6.2.4 Chatter Frequency Detection
Cutting conditions can be optimized if the chatter frequency is known and
therefore the optimum spindle speed chosen for stable operation, i.e. no chatter. Chatter
frequency can be detected from the force measurement frequency contents using a comb
filter. The frequency contents include harmonics of the tooth passing and runout
frequency and the natural frequency of the structures. The chatter frequency remains after
these frequency components are eliminated by the comb filter. Some concepts for the
chatter frequency detection methods are described in Appendix H.
•
In addition, future work is needed to track the position of the cutter tooth for 
conversion of the Smart Tool force measurement in radial and tangential direction to X 
and Y direction. Also, the cutting force interpretation in radial and tangential directions 
with multiple teeth cutter remains as future work.
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APPENDIX A
TIME-DOMAIN MILLING SIMULATION WITH TOOL AND WORKPIECE
COMPLIANCE
MATLAB Program; Milling Simulation
% B a s e d  o n  p . 6 _ 2 _ 3 _ 1 . m ,  T .  S c h m i t z ,  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  F l o r i d a ,  A p r i l  1 ,  2 0 0 8
%. C h a n g e d  b y  Mi n  h y o n g  K o h ,  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  New H a m p s h i r e
% L i n e a r  F o r c e  M o d e l :  F t  = K t c * h * a + K t e * a
% F r  = K r c * h * a + K r e * a
% R e g e n e r a t i v e  C h i p  T h i c k n e s s
% T o o l  a n d  w o r k p i e c e  c o m p l i a n c e  m o d e l .
% P r o c e s s  d a m p i n g  e f f e c t
% H e l i x  a n g l e ,  R u n o u t
% C a l c u l a t i o n  r a t i o
% T h e  T o o l  s y s t e m  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  s y m m e t r i c  g e o m e t r y
2-o When t h e  t o o l  e n g a g e s  t h e  w o r k p i e c e ,  t h e  p r o c e s s  d a m p i n g r a t i o  i s  c o n s i d e r e d
% C a l c u l a t i o n  r a t i o  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t he .  max imum f r e q u e n c y o f  s t r u c t u r e s
% I t  i s  2 0 t i m e s  f a s t e r  t h a n  t h e  max imu m n a t u r a l  f r e q u e n c y o f  s t r u c t u r e s
% T h e  t o o l  & w o r k p i e c e  d e f l e c t i o n s  c a l c u l a t e  i n  X & Y d i r e c t i o n  
c l c
c l o s e  a l l  
c l e a r  a l l
%% S i m u l a t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s
r e v  = 5 0 ;  % r e v o l u t i o n  f o r  p r o g r e s s .
%% T o o l  G e o m e t r y  
NT = 1 ;
T o o l D i a m e t e r  = 0 . 7 5 * 0 . 0 2 5 4 ;  %[m] 
H e l i x A n g l e  = 1 7 . 8 6 9  ; % [ d e g ]
%% C u t t i n g  C o n d i t i o n s  
S p i n d l e S p e e d  = 2 6 0 0 ;  %[rpiri j  
F e e d R a t e  = 4 . 0 8 4 * 0 . 0 2 5 4  ; % [m /m in ]
A x i a l D e p t h  = 0 . 1 9 5 *  0 . 0 2 5 4 ;  % [m] 0 . 1 8 4  m a x i m u m _ a x i a l  d e p t h  
R a d i a l D e p t h  = T o o l D i a m e t e r  * ( 2 / 4 ) ;  % [m] e x ) 1 / 4  q u a r t e r  1 / 2  h a l f  
C u t t i n g T y p e  = 2 ;  % C u t t i n g T y p e  l - .>Down M i l l i n g  2 - > U p  M i l l i n g  
% S l o t  C u t t i n g  c a n  b e  e i t h e r  1 o r  2 .
RO = 0 * l e - 6 ;  %[m] t o o t h - t o - t o o t h  r u n o u t  f o r  4 t o o t h  c u t t e r
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%% C u t t i n g  C o e f f i c i e n t s  
K t  = 6 88  . 0 2 4 0 e 6 ; %[M/mA2] 
K r  = 2 2 9  . 4 2 8 9 e 6  ; %[N/mA2] 
K t e  = 1 7 . 2 2 9 0 e 3 ; % [N/m] 
K r e  = 1 0 . 5 2 0 0 e 3 ; %[N/m]
%% S t a t i c  S y s t e m s  P a r a m e t e r s  
% f r o m  T a p  T e s t  &. l i n e a r  c a l i b r a t i o n
% T o o l  S y s t e m
S t a K _ T l  = 3 . 0 9 3 e 6  ; %[N/m]
S t a K _ T 2  = .2 . 8 7 4 e 6  ; %[N/m]
S t a K x T  = s q r t  ( ( S t a K _ T l A2 + S t a K _ T 2 A2 ) / 2 ) ; % [N/m]
S t a K y T  = S t a K x T  ; %[N/m]
S t aW n x T  = 6 3 9 . 4 2 1 8 ;  %[Hz] 
S t aW n y T  = S t a W n x T ;  %[Kz]
% W o r k p i e c e  S y s t e m  
KxW = 3 . 6 2 8 e 8 ; %[N/m]
KyW = 5 . 0 1 7 9 e 8 ; %[N/m]
%% D y n a m i c  S y s t e m s  P a r a m e t e r s  
% f r o m  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a
% T o o l  S y s t e m
DynWntT  = 6 5 2 . 8 1 1 ;  %[Hz]
DynWnrT = 6 2 6 . 0 3 ;  %[Hz]
D y n Z e t a t T  = 0 . 0 9 3 5 3 4 ;
D y n Z e t a r T  = 0 . 0 3 6 4 0 8 ;
DynWnxT = s q r t ( (DynWntTA2+DynWnrTA2 ) / 2 ) ;
DynWnyT = DynWdxT;
D y n Z e t a x T  = s q r t ( ( D y n Z e t a t T A2 + D y n Z e t a r T A2 ) / 2 ) ;
D y n Z e t a y T  = D y n Z e t a x T ;
% W o r k p i e c e  S y s t e m  
DynWnxW = 1 2 1 1 . 4 1 4 ;  %[Hz]
D y n Z e t a x W  = 0 . 0 7 5 2 8 2 5 ;
DynWnyW = 1 4 6 2 . 3 1 3 ;  % [ H z ]
D y n Z e t a y W  = 0 . 0 7 6 2 0 1 ;
%% P r o c e s s  D am p in g
% f r o m  K i s l t e r  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  w i t h i n  t h e  c u t t i n g  r e g i o n  
z e t a x P r o  = 0 . 1 6 3 7 2 7 ; %  
z e t a y P r o  = 0 . 1 8 8 9 3 7 ; %
% I n p u t s  a r e  d o n e .
%% C a l c u l a t i o n  S y s t e m  P a r a m e t e r s  a s  v a r i a b l e s  
% A s s u m p t i o n s :
% 1)  E f f e c t i v e  M a s s  o f  t h e  t o o l  s y s t e m  d o e s  n o t  c h a n g e .
% 2)  S t i f f n e s s  o f  w o r k p i e c e  d o e s  n o t  c h a n g e  w i t f i  s m a l l  MRR.
% T o o l  S y s t e m
r a t i o x  = (D y n W n x T / S t a W n y T ) ^ 2 ;  
r a t i o y  = (D yn W ny T / S t a W ny T ) A2 ;
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DynKxT = S t a K x T  * r a t i o x ;  %[N/m]
DynKyT = S t a K y T  * r a t i o y ;  %[N/m]
MxT = S t a K x T  /  ( S t a W n x T * 2 * p i ) ' ' 2 ;  % [kg ]
MyT = S t a K y T  /  ( S t a W n y T * 2 * p i ) ~2 ; % [kg ]
DynCxT = 2 * D y n Z e t a x T  * s q r t f  DynKxT * MxT ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
DynCyT = 2 * D y n Z e t a y T  * s q r t f  DynKyT * MyT ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
z e t a P r o  = s q r t ( ( z e t a x P r o ~ 2 + z e t a y P r o ~ 2 ) / 2 ) ;
P r o C x T  = 2 * z e t a P r o  * s q r t f  DynKxT * MxT ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
P r o C y T  = 2 * z e t a P r o  * s q r t f  DynKyT * MyT ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
% W o r k p i e c e  S y s t e m
DynMxW = KxW /  (D y nW nx W * 2* p i ) * 2 ;  %[kg]
DynMyW = KyW /  ( D y n W n y W * 2 * p i ) ~ 2 ;  %[kg]
DynCxW = 2 * D y n Z e t a x W  * s q r t f  KxW * DynMxW ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
DynCyW = 2 * D y n Z e t a y W  * s q r t f  KyW * DynMyW) ; % [ N - s / m ]
ProCxW = 2 * z e t a x P r o  * s q r t f  KxW * DynMxW ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]  
ProCyW = 2 * z e t a y P r o  * s q r t f  KyW * DynMyW ) ;  % [ N - s / m ]
%% V a r i a b l e s
T o o l R a d i u s  = T o o l D i a m e t e r / 2 ; %[ml
L a g A n g l e  = a s i n f ( A x i a l D e p t h * t a n ( H e l i x A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0 ) ) / T o o l R a d i u s ) * 1 8 0 / p i ;  
F e e d p e r T o o t h  = F e e d R a t e / ( S p i n d l e S p e e d  * N T ) ;  %[ m / t e e t h ]
% C a l c u l a t i o n  r a t i o  b a s e d  o n  s o l v i n g  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s  
W = m a x ( [ DynWnxT DynWnyT DynWnxW DynWnyW] ) ;
r a t i o  = 2 0 ;  % 2 0  t i m e s  f a s t e r  t h a n  max imum n a t u r a l  f r e q u e n c y  o f  s t r u c t u r e s
f s  = r a t i o  * W ; % s a m p l i n g  f r e q u e n c y [ H s ]
R e v S t e p  = f s / ( S p i n d l e S p e e d / 6 0 ) ;
% T h e  f o r c e  s e n s o r s  b o t h  t h e  Smax' t  T o o l  a n d  K i s t l e r  m e a s u r e  t h e  d i s p l a c e m e n t  o f
% t h e  t o o l  a n d  w o r k p i e c e  s y s t e m s  i n s t e a d  o f  t h e  c u t t i n g  f o r c e .
t e m p  = f l o o r ( R e v S t e p / N T ) ;
R e v S t e p  = t e m p  * NT ; 
s t e p s  = r e v * R e v S t e p ;
f s  = R e v S t e p * ( S p i n d l e S p e e d / 6 0 ) ;  %u p d a t e d  f s  
d t  = 1 / f s ;
t i m e  = ( ( l : s t e p s ) - 1 ) * d t ;  % [ s ]
d p h i  = 3 6 0 / R e v S t e p ;  % A n g u l a r  i n c r e m e n t  [ d e g ]
% C a l c u l a t i o n  S t a r t  & E n d  A n g l e  d e p e n d s  o n  c u t t i n g  t y p e  a n d  r a d i a l  d e p t h  
% F o r  s l o t  c u t t i n g ,  i t  d o e s  n o t  m a t t e r  w h e t h e r  t y p e  1 o r  2 .
% f i r s t  q u a d r a n t :  +X & +Y, c l o c k w i s e  r o t a t i o n  
i f  C u t t i n g T y p e  == 1
S t a r t A n g l e  = 180  -  a c o s ( ( T o o l R a d i u s - R a d i a l D e p t h ) / T o o l R a d i u s  ) * 1 8 0 / p i ;  
E n d A n g l e  = 1 8 0  ; 
e l s e i f  C u t t i n g T y p e  == 2 
S t a r t A n g l e  = 0 ;
E n d A n g l e  = a c o s ( ( T o o l R a d i u s - R a d i a l D e p t h ) / T o o l R a d i u s  ) * 1 8 0 / p i ;
e l s e
d i s p f  ’  W ro n g  C u t t i n g  T y p e  ' )
r e t u r n
e n d
A c t u a l E n d A n g l e  = E n d A n g l e  + L a g A n g l e ;
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% D i s c r e t i z e d  a l o n g  t h e  A x i a l  d i r e c t i o n  
i f  H e l i x A n g l e  == 0 
d a  = A x i a l D e p t h ;
e l s e
■ % d i s c r e t i z e d  a x i a l  d e p t h  [m] 
d a  = T o o l D i a m e t e r * ( d p h i * p i / 1 8 0 ) / (  2 * t a n ( H e l i x A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0 )  ) ;
e n d
% n u m b e r  o f  s t e p s  a l o n g  t o o l  a x i s  
A x i a l S t e p  = f l o o r ( A x i a l D e p t h / d a  ) ;
% a v e r a g e  c h i p  t h i c k n e s s  [ i n ]
h a v g  = - F e e d p e r T o o t h * ( c o s ( E n d A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0 )  -  c o s ( S t a r t A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0 )
( ( E n d A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0  -  S t a r t A n g l e * p i / 1 8 0  ) * 0 .
%% I n i t i a l i z e  v e c t o r s  
t e e t h  = z e r o s ( 1 , N T) ;  
f o r  c n t  = 1 :N T-
t e e t h ( c n t )  = ( c n t - 1 ) * R e v S t e p / N T  + c e i l ( R e v S t e p / 4 ) ;
e n d
p h i  = z e r o s ( 1 , R e v S t e p ) ; 
f o r  c n t  = 1 : R e v S t e p
p h i ( c n t )  = ( c n t  -  l ) * d p h i ;
e n d
% n o  n e g a t i v e  p h i  v a l u e
s u r f  = z e r o s ( A x i a l S t e p , R e v S t e p  ) ;  % s u r f a c e  f o r  p r e v i o u s  t o o t h  
C h i p T h i c k n e s s  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F o r c e X  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F o r c e Y  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F o r c e T  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F o r c e R  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F x S m a r t  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F y S m a r t  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F x K i s t l e r  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F y K i s t l e r  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
F t S m a r t  = z e r o s ( 1 ,  s t e p s ) ;
F r S m a r t  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ; 
x p o s  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;  
y p o s  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;  
t p o s  = z e r o s  ( 1 ,  s t e p s ) 
r p o s  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
% E u l e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s
x T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
y T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
x W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
y W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d x T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d y T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d x W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d y W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d d x T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d d y T o o l  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d d x W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
d d y W o r k p i e c e  = z e r o s ( 1 , s t e p s ) ;
x  = x W o r k p i e c e  -  x T o o l ;
y  = y W o r k p i e c e  -  y T o o l ;
%% S i m u l a t i o n  P r o g r e s s
h a n d l e =  w a i t b a r ( 0 ,  ' s i m u l a t i o n  irx p r o g r e s s ' ) ;
) / .  . - 
0 2 5 4  ) ;  ,
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for cntl = 1:steps
w a i t b a r ( c n t l / s t e p s , h a n d l e )  
f o r m a t  l o n g
% t r a c k  t o  e a c h  t e e t h  p o s i t i o n  
f o r  c n t 2  = 1 : N T
t e e t h ( c n t 2 )  = t e e t h ( c n t 2 )  + 1 ;
i f  t e e t h ( c n t 2 )  > R e v S t e p  
t e e t h ( c n t 2 )  = 1 ;
e n d
e n d
F x  = 0 ;
F y  = 0 ;
F t  = 0 ;
F r  = 0 ;
f o r  c n t 3  = 1 :NT
f o r  c n t 4  = l : A x i a l S t e p
c n t p h i  = t e e t h ( c n t 3 )  -  ( c n t 4 - l ) ; % b a s e d  o n  b o t t o m  o f  t e e t h
i f  c n t p h i  < 1 % h e l i x  h a s  w r a p p e d  t h r o u g h  p h i  = 0 [ d e g ]  ’
c n t p h i  = c n t p h i  + R e v S t e p ;
e n d
p h i a  = p h i ( c n t p h i ) ;  % a n g l e  f o r  g i v e n  a x i a l  d i s k  [ d e g ]
i f  ( S t a r t A n g l e  <= p h i a )  && ( p h i a  <= A c t u a l E n d A n g l e )  
n  = - x ( c n t l )  * s i n ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) . . .
- y ( c n t l )  * c o s ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ; % [m] 
h  = F e e d p e r T o o t h * s i n ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  + . . .
s u r f ( c n t 4 ,  c n t p h i )  -  n  + R 0 ( c n t 3 ) ;  % [m] 
i f  h  < 0
d F t  = 0 ;
d F r  = 0 ;
s u r f ( c n t 4 ,  c n t p h i )  = s u r f ( c n t 4 ,  c n t p h i )  + . . .
F e e d p e r T o o t h * s i n ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
e l s e
d F t  = K t * h * d a  + K t e * d a ;
d F r  = K r * h * d a  + K r e * d a ;
s u r f ( c n t 4 ,  c n t p h i )  = n  -  R O ( c n t 3 ) ;
e n d
e l s e
h  = 0 ;  
d F t  = 0 ;
d F r  = 0 ;
e n d
F x  = F x  -  d F t * c o s ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  -  d F r * s i n ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
F y  = F y  + d F t * s i n ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  -  d F r * c o s ( p h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
e n d
e n d
C h i p T h i c k n e s s ( c n t l )  = h ;
F o r c e X ( c n t l )  = F x ;
F o r c e Y ( c n t l )  = F y ;  '
o f f s e t P h i a  = p h i a + d p h i * r o u n d ( A x i a l S t e p / 2 ) ;  % r e a r r a n g e  t o  S m a r t  T o o l ' s
% g a u g e ,  p o s i t i o n
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F o r c e T ( c n t l )  = F o r c e X ( c n t l ) * - c o s ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  + 
F o r c e Y ( c n t l ) * s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ; 
F o r c e R ( c n t l )  = F o r c e X ( c n t l ) * - s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) + . . .
F o r c e Y  ( c n t l )  * - c o s  ( o f  f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  ;
% s y s t e m  d y n a m i c  w i t h  t o o l - w o r k p i e c e  c o m p l i a n c e  a n d  p r o c e s s  d a m p i n g  
i f  ( S t a r t A n g l e  <= p h i a )  && ( p h i a  <= A c t u a l E n d A n g l e )
d d x T o o l ( c n t l )  = ( F x  -  P r o C x T  * d x T o o l ( c n t l )  . . .
-  DynKxT * x T o o l ( c n t l )  ) /  MxT; 
d x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) = d x T o o l ( c n t l )  + d d x T o o l ( c n t l ) * d t ;
x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = x T o o l ( c n t l )  + d x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t ;
d d y T o o l ( c n t l )  = ( F y  -  P r o C y T  * d y T o o l ( c n t l )  . . .
-  DynKyT * y T o o l ( c n t l )  ) /  MyT; 
d y T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = d y T o o l ( c n t l )  + d d y T o o l ( c n t l ) * d t ;
y T o o l  ( c n t l  + 1) = y T o o l ( c n t l ) ,  + d y T o o l  ( c n t l + 1 )  * d t  ;
d d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  = ( - F x  -  ProCxW * d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  . . .
KxW * x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  ) /  DynMxW; 
d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) ' =  d x W o r k p i e c e {c n t l ) + d d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) * d t ;  
x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 )  = x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  + d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t ;
d d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  = ( - F y  -  ProCyW * d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) . . .
-  KyW * y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  ) /  DynMyW;
d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 )  = d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) * d t ;  
y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + l )  = y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t ;
e l s e
d d x T o o l ( c n t l ) = ( F x  -  DynCxT  * d x T o o l ( c n t l )  . . .
-  DynKxT * x T o o l ( c n t l )  ) /  MxT; 
d x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = d x T o o l ( c n t l )  + d d x T o o l ( c n t l ) * d t ;
x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = x T o o l ( c n t l )  + d x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t ;
d d y T o o l ( c n t l )  = ( F y  -  DynCyT  * d y T o o l ( c n t l )  . . .
-  DynKyT * y T o o l ( c n t l )  ) /  MyT; 
d y T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = d y T o o l ( c n t l )  + d d y T o o l ( c n t l ) * d t ;  
y T o o l ( c n t l + 1 )  = y T o o l ( c n t l )  + d y T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t  ;
d d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  = ( - F x  -  DynCxW * d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  . . .
-  KxW * x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  ) /  DynMxW;
d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 )  = d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) * d t ;  
x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 )  = x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + l ) * d t ;
d d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  = ( - F y  -  DynCyW * d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) . . .
-  KyW * y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l )  ) /  DynMyW; 
d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) = d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) * d t ;  
y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 )  = y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) + d y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) * d t ;
e n d
x ( c n t l + l )  = x T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) -  x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) ; 
y ( c n t l + l )  = y T o o l ( c n t l + 1 ) -  y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l + 1 ) ;
x p o s ( c n t l )  = x ( c n t l ) ; 
y p o s ( c n t l )  = y ( c n t l ) ;
t p o s ( c n t l )  = x p o s ( c n t l )  * - c o s ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  . . .
+ y p o s ( c n t l )  * s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
r p o s ( c n t l )  = x p o s ( c n t l )  * - s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  . . .
+ y p o s ( c n t l )  * - c o s ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
% F o r c e  M s a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  S m a r t  T o o l  
F x S m a r t ( c n t l )  = x T o o l ( c n t l )  * DynKxT;  
F y S m a r t ( c n t l )  = y T o o l ( c n t l )  * DynKyT;
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F t S m a r t ( c n t l )  = F x S m a r t ( c n t l ) * - c o s ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  . . .
+ F y S m a r t ( c n t l )  * s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ; 
F r S m a r t ( c n t l )  = F x S m a r t ( c n t l ) * - s i n ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 )  . . .
+ F y S m a r t ( c n t l ) * - c o s ( o f f s e t P h i a * p i / 1 8 0 ) ;
% F o r c e  M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  K i s t l e r  
F x K i s t l e r ( c n t l )  = KxW * - x W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) ;
F y K i s t l e r ( c n t l )  = KyW * - y W o r k p i e c e ( c n t l ) ;
e n d
% r e s u l t a n t  f o r c e s  ( n e t  f o r c e s )
F o r c e N  = ( F o r c e X . ^ 2  + F o r c e Y . n2) . " ' 0 . 5 ;  % [N]
F o r c e N K i s t l e r  = s q r t ( F x K i s t l e r . ~ 2 + F y K i s t l e r . " 2 ) ;  %[N] 
F o r c e N S m a r t  = s q r t ( F t S m a r t . ^ 2 + F r S m a r t . *2) ;  %[N]
c l o s e ( h a n d l e ) ; % c l o s e  p r o g r e s s  b a r
% F o r c e X ,  F o r c e Y ,  F o r c e T ,  F o r c e R :  C u t t i n g  F o r c e s  
% F x K i s t l e r ,  F y K i s t l e r :  F o r c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  K i s l t e r  
% F t S m a r t ,  F r S m a r t :  F o r c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  S m a r t  T o o l  
% F o r c e : r e s u l t a n t  c u t t i n g  f o r c e s  ( n e t  f o r c e s )
% F o r c e N K i s t l e r : n e t  f o r c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  K i s t l e r  
% F o r c e N S m a r t : n e t  f o r c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  t h e  S m a r t  T o o l
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APPENDIX B
SOLUTION OF CHARATERISTIC EQUATION 
Using Model of System:
havg ^ K s • G x  a n d  v* N hm
F m ^s ' 1 +  (1 -  e " T S)  * K s * G s ' s>
Fm Ks • G • km
havg 1 + (1 -  e~TS) • Ks • G
Characteristic Equation:
1 + (1 -  e~T S) • Ks • G = 0
(^+l: s+1)+(1-e‘TS)'K*'k'=0
S2 + 2 •  ^• <on • S + 0)n2 + o>n2 • (1 -  e~TS) ■ Ks • kc = 0
——s+i
Using Pade1 lst-order approximation ( e~T s «  T2 ^  )
_ ~T • S + 2\
S + 2 ■  ^• con • S 4- con + o)n • Ks • kc ■ ^1 t  . s + 2 J = ®
Solutions:
Si = 3J v a  + b
VVa + b
D
VVa + B C n . VVX + B .$2 ------ -^------* TP=  —-----------------1
2 2 • VVX +  B 2
3 /-F   V3 • (VVA + B +  7 7 =====)
VVa + b . c  ^ V V X + i .
S 3 =  ~ + T W 7 T  2 1
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, where A, B, C, and D are defined:
a con6 , con6 -^2 , 8 -oan5 ^  , 8 -<on5 • ?3 , 8 • o>n4 , 8 • con4 • ?2 16 • oon4 ■?
A = —— + — ——  +    + — ----- - — +  +27 27 2 7 -T 2 7•T 27 • T 2 27 • T2 27 • T 2 “
,32 -(on3 - ^  32-<on3 -?3 , 16 • 0)n2 f 1 6 -<*>n2 -?2 , 8 • Ks3 • kc3 • con6 
H— —zzz 1 zz—zz;-------r ~zz—zzr  "i ~ —zr*----- r ■
+
27 • T3 27 • T3 27 • T4 27 • T4 27
4 • Ks2 • kc2 • con6 4 • Ks2 • kc2 • oon6 • ?2 40 • Ks2 • kc2 • 0)n5 • ?
9 27 27 T
4 • Ks2 • kc2 • (on4 2 • Ks • kc • (on6 4 • Ks • kc - con6 • ?2 4 • Ks • kc • con5 • ?
27 T2 9 27 2 7 -T
16 • Ks • kc • o)n5 ?3 40 • Ks • kc • o)n4 64 • Ks • kc • con4 • ?2
27 -T 27 T2 27 T2
16 • Ks • kc • oon3 • ?
2 7 -T3
0)n3 • ? 8 2 • (on2 8 - o)n3 • ?3 4 • o)n2 • ?2 4 • (on • ?
3 27 • T3 3 • T 27 9-T  9 • T2
| 2 Ks • kc • o)n3 • ? | 2 • Ks kc • o)n2
3 -T
4 2 • o)n2 • ?2 2 • Ks • kc • oon2 4 • 0)n ■ ?
C  =  y / ( * n 2 -  —  B 5------------ +
D =
9 • T 9 3 9-T
2 • (on • ? • T + 2
3 T
Q) Can con and L, be generalized from S2 and S3 with following format?
-con-^  ± i • con -V1 -  ?2
A) The exact solution is remained as future work. In this work, we assume that
("■T'S+2\1 — T s" 2~j) = 0 considering the high spindle speed cutting.
Therefore, as a good approximation, parameters from experimentally measured 
oscillations can be used to determine the tool system parameters.
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Table C.l: Linear Calibration of Tool System
A F X [N] A x Workpiece [ m ] A x tooi [ m ] k x_workpiece_sta [N/m]
3.717677E+01 -1.040225E-07 1.259598E-05 2.951479E+06
4.121780E+01 -1.153296E-07 1.258467E-05 3.275239E+06
3.896077E+01 -1.090143E-07 1.259099E-05 3.094339E+06
3.668213E+01 -1.026385E-07 1.259736E-05 2.911890E+06
3.888356E+01 -1.087982E-07 1.259120E-05 3.088153E+06
kx_workpiece_sta — 3.093 [N/m]
Table C.2: Stiffness of Tool System on X
AFy [N] Ayw orkpiece [ m ] A y tooi [m] ky_workpiece_sta [N/m]
3.148324E+01 -6.345086E-08 1.263655E-05 2.491443E+06
3.412819E+01 -6.878145E-08 1.263122E-05 2.701892E+06
4.136721E+01 -8.337087E-08 1.261663E-05 3.278785E+06
3.470103E+01 -6.993594E-08 1.263006E-05 2.747494E+06
3.562927E+01 -7.180671E-08 1.262819E-05 2.821407E+06
ky tooLsta = 2.874e 6 [N/m]
Table C.3: Stiffness of Tool System on Y
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APPENDIX D
MATHMATICAL DERIVATION OF TOOL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS
Problem Statement:
Can the tool system parameters (k, con, a;nd Q in X and Y directions be obtained from the 
tool system parameters in radial and tangential directions without the force conversion?
Assumption:
The tool system has symmetric geometry (k=kx= ky, con= co„_x= ®n_y, C=Cx= Cy)- 
Given: F = k • ( -^  • fi + — • n + n)
<*>n
'  Fn = J f x2 + Fy2 = VFt2 + Fr2 n = = V F T F
With transient matrix
[Fxl _ r—cos0  —sin 01 [Ftl 
LFyJ L sin0  —cos0J LFrJ
[X1 _ f-cos 0 -  sin 01 rti
lyl i sin0 -co s0J IrJ
x = - t  • cos0  -  r • sin0 (1)
y =  t • sin 0 — r • cos 0 (2)
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Solution
1) x and y are derived
x =  —t • cos 0 +  t • 0 • sin 0 -  r • sin 0 — r • 0 • cos 0 
y =  t ■ sin 0 +  t ■ 0 • cos 0 — r ■ cos 0 +  r ■ 0 • sin 0 
Since 0 «  0,
x = —t • cos 0 -  r • sin 0 (3)m v
y = t • sin 0 -  r • cos 0 (4)
2) x, and y should be derived
x = —t • cos 0 + t • 0 • sin 0 — r • sin 0 — r • 0 • cos 0 
y = t • sin 0 + i • 0 • cos 0 — r • cos 0 + r • 0 • sin 0 
Since 0 « 0
x = - t  • cos 0 -  r • sin 0 (5)
y = t • sin 0 — r • cos 0 (6)
3) Fx and Fy can be expressed in terms of t and r with Equation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 .
=  k • ( • (—t • cos 0 -  r • sin 0) +  —  • ( - t  • cos 0 — r ■ sin 0) +  (—t • cos 0 -  r • sin 0)
=  — kt • ( — ^ - 7  ■ t +  • t + 1) ■ cos 0 -  kr • ( ——7- • r +  • r +  r) ■ sin 0
\o>n^t wn.t '  ' wn.r wn_r '
(  1 2 1  
= k • (— 7 • (t • sin 0 -  r • cos 0) H (t ■ sin 0 -  r ■ cos 0) +  (t • sin 0 -  r • cos 0)
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• t • COS 0 + - 7 ----—7\ “ n2 W„t2 • t • COS 0
+ (—k + kr) • r • sin 0 + ^
(  2 ■ I, 2 • L\ .
(—k + kt) • t ■ sin 0 + ( ---------1------- I • t
V <*>n wn t) • t - sin0 +
( I  1 \  ..  I   ^H =• ) • t • sin 0
V “V  <*>ntV
+(k — kr) • r ■ cos0 +
The solution of Equation 7 and 8 which satisfies within all t, r and 0 are 
k = kt — kr
U ) n  =  w n j  —  <*)n _ r  
?  =  S t =  Sr
Therefore, the tool system parameters in X and Y directions should be defined the 
average value of the tool system parameters in radial and tangential directions with an 
assumption that the tool system has symmetric geometry.
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APPENDIX E
EXAMAPLE MATLAB CODE OF SIGNAL SEPARATION AND APPLIED
LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING (LPC)
Example MATLAB Code for Separation In-Cut and Out-of-Cut and Applied LPC
Here is example code. Due to the oscillation, separation of signal is not applied 
whole cases. In addition, the proper order of LPC should be chose by user from PSD. 
There is not general use for every signal and every system.
%% w i t h  t h e  E x t e n d e d  K a l m a n  F i l t e r  f o r  t h e  S m a r t  T o o l  
% a u t o m a t i o n  a f t e r  s e p a r a t i o n  f o r c e
c l e a r  a l l  
c l o s e  a l l  
c l c
g l o b a l  Ad Gd  H H h a t  I C ;  %% r e q u i r e  f o r  t h e  K a l m a n  f i l t e r  a p p l i c a t i o n
%% l o a d  d a t a  f i l e  
NT = 1 ;
l o a d  ' S m a r t / h a l f _ 2 6 _ r . m a t '
%% m e a s u r e m e n t s  [ b i t s ]  t o  f o r c e  
F o r c e  = [ s ( i : e n d ) , s ( 1 : i - 1 ) ] ;
B i t s p e r L b f  = 1 . 6 4 ;  %[ b i t s  /  I b f ]  
d t  = s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 2 ) - s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 1 ) ;  
f s  = 1 / d t ;  %[Hz]
F o r c e  = F o r c e / B i t s p e r L b f ; % [ b i t s ] - > [ I b f ]
F o r c e  = F o r c e  * 4 . 4 4 8 2 2 ;  % [ l b f ] - > [ N ]
%% o f f s e t  R a n g e  & f o r c e  s e p a r a t i o n  b y  u s e r  i n s p e c t i o n  
% S e p a r a t i o n :  n o i s e  a n d  s i g n a l  
o f f s e t R a n g e  = 2 . 5 e 4 ;  % i n p u t  b y  u s e r  
S t a r t  = 1 8 4 2 5 0 ;
E n d  = 2 5 9 0 9 2 ;
%% C o m p e n s a t e  o f f s e t
o f f s e t  = m e a n ( F o r c e ( 1 , 1 : o f f s e t R a n g e ) ) ;
F o r c e  = F o r c e  -  o f f s e t ;
n o i s e  = F o r c e ( 1 , 1 : o f f s e t R a n g e ) ;
t i m e  = s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 1 , S t a r t : End )  -  s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 1 , S t a r t ) ; 
f o r c e  = F o r c e ( 1 , S t a r t : End )
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%% s p i n d l e  s p e e d
[ f  r e q u e n c y  m a g n i  t u d e ]= F D ( f  o r c e , f  s ) ;
[ p k s  I o c s ] = f i n d p e a k s ( m a g n i t u d e , ' s o r t s t r ' , ' d e s c e n d ’ ) ;
F r e T o o t h  = f r e q u e n c y ( m i n ( I o c s ( 1 : 5 ) ) )  ;. % t o o t h  p a s s i n g  f r e q u e n c y [ H z ]
S p i n d l e S p e . e d  = 6 0 * F r e T o o t h ;
R e v S t e p  = r o u n d ( f s / ( S p i n d l e S p e e d / 6 0 ) ) ;
%% I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o u t - o f - c u t  
c y c l e  = 3 0 ;
i n i t i a l  = z e r o s ( 1 , c y c l e ) ; 
i n i t i a l ( 1 )  = 5 0 1 5 8 ;  % u s e r  i n p u t
d e c a y ( : , 1 ) =  f o r c e ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( 1 ) + r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * 3 / 4 * 0 . 9 5 ) ) ;
% t h e  l e n g t h  o f  d e c a y  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  r a d i a l  d e p t h
%% O u t - o f - C u t  S i g n a l  S e p a r a t i o n  
f o r  i = l : ( c y c l e - 1 )
c n t  = f i n d ( f o r c e ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i ) + R e v S t e p - 5 : i n i t i a l ( i ) + R e v S t e p + 5 ) == . . .
m a x ( f o r c e ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i ) + R e v S t e p - 5 : i n i t i a l ( i ) + R e v S t e p + 5 ) ) ) ;  
i n i t i a l ( i + 1 )  = i n i t i a l ( i ) + R e v S t e p - 5 + c n t - l ;
d e c a y ( : , i + 1 ) = f o r c e ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i + 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( i + 1 ) + r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * 3 / 4 * 0 . 9 5 ) ) ;
e n d
%% r e f _ R :  o r i g i n a l ;  s e p _ R ;  s e p a r a t e d
r e f _ R  = f o r c e ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( 3 0 ) + r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * 3 / 4 * 0 . 9 5 ) ) ;  
s e p _ R  = z e r o s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( r e f _ R ) ) ;
[ p k s  I o c s ]  = f i n d p e a k s ( - d e c a y ( : , 1 ) ) ;  
t e m p i  = l e n g t h (d e c a y ( I o c s : e n d , 1 ) ) ;
s e p _ R ( l , I o c s ( 1 ) : I o c s ( 1 ) + t e m p l - l )  = d e c a y ( I o c s : e n d , 1 ) ;  
c l e a r  p k s  I o c s  t e m p i ;
%% a n a l y z e  a f t e r  2 n d  p e a k ,  f r e e  v i b r a t i o n  
f o r  i = l : c y c l e - 1
[ p k s  I o c s ]  = f i n d p e a k s ( - d e c a y ( : , i + 1 ) ) ;  
t e m p i  = l e n g t h ( d e c a y ( I o c s : e n d ,  ( i  + 1 ) ) )  ; 
t e m p 2  = i n i t i a l ( i + 1 ) - i n i t i a l ( 1 ) ;
s e p _ R ( l , t e m p 2 + l o c s ( 1 ) : t e m p 2 + l o c s ( 1 ) + t e m p l - l )  = d e c a y ( l o c s : e n d , i + 1 ) ; 
c l e a r  p k s  I o c s  t e m p i  t e m p 2
e n d
%% C o n f i r m  t h e  o r d e r  o f  LPC
h  = s p e c t r u m . p e r i o d o g r a m ( 1h a n n ’ ) ;  % s p e c t r u m  o b j e c t  ( p e r i o d o g r a m )  
p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e = p s d ( h , s e p _ R , ' s p e c t r u m t y p e ' , ' o n e s i d e d ' , ' F s ' , f s ) ; 
f r e _ P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . F r e q u e n c i e s ;
P s d  = p o w 2 d b ( p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . d a t a ) ;
H s = s p e c t r u m . w e l c h ( ' h a n n ' ) ;
% p l o t  
f i g u r e d )
p l o t  ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 , P s d ,  ' r — ' )  
h o l d  on  
g r i d  o n
x l i m ( [ 0  m a x ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ) ] )  
p s d ( H s , s e p _ R , ' F s ' , f s )  
t i t l e ( ' P S D  E s t i m a t e , O u t - o f - C u t . ' ) 
l e g e n d ( ' P e r i o d o g r a m ' , ' W e l c h ' ) 
h o l d  o f f
c l e a r  p s d _ . e s t . _ l s i d e  f r e _ _ P s d  P s d
%% L i n e a r  P r e d i c t i o n  C o d i n g  ( O u t - o f - C u t ) . 
o r d e r  = 1 0 ;  
f o r  i = l : c y c l e
[ p k s  I o c s ]  = f i n d p e a k s ( - d e c a y ( : , i ) ) ;  '
S = d e c a y ( I o c s : e n d , i ) ;
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[Ak Ve ]  = l p c ( S , o r d e r ) ; % A k : c o e f f i c i e n t s , V e : e r r o r  v a r i a n c e  
Z p o l e s  = r o o t s ( A k ) ; 
s y s d  = t f ( l , A k , 1 / f s ) ; 
s y s c  = d 2 c ( s y s d , 1z o h ' ) ;
POLES = p o l e ( s y s c ) ;
c n t  = 0 ;
f o r  j = l : l e n g t h ( P O L E S )
i f  i m a g ( PO LES( j ) )  ~= 0 
c n t  = c n t + 1 ;
p a i r P o l e s ( c n t , 1)  = P O L E S ( j , l ) ;
e n d
e n d
d o m i n a n t P  = p a i r P o l e s ( r e a l ( p a i r P o l e s )  == m a x ( r e a l ( p a i r P o l e s ) ) ) ;  
w d ( i , l )  = i m a g ( ( d o m i n a n t P ( 1 ) ) ) / ( 2 * p i ) ;
w n ( i , 1 )  = ( s q r t ( r e a l ( d o m i n a n t P ( 1 ) ) ^ 2 + i m a g ( d o m i n a n t P ( 1 ) ) ~ 2 ) ) / ( 2 * p i ) ;  
z e t a ( i , l )  = s q r t  ( ( w n ( i ,  1)  ■ ' 2 - w d ( i ,  1)  ~2 )  ) / w n ( i ,  1)  ;
f o r  j = l : ( l e n g t h ( P O L E S ) 12)
w n _ m o d e ( i , j )  = ( s q r t ( r e a l ( P O L E S ( ( l e n g t h ( P O L E S ) - 2 * ( j - 1 ) ) , 1  ) ) " 2 + . . .
i m a g ( POLES( ( l e n g t h ( P O L E S) - 2 * ( j - 1 ) ) , 1  ) ) ~ 2 ) ) / ( 2 * p i ) ;
e n d
c l e a r  p a i r P o l e s
e n d
%% s t a t i s t i c s  o f  O u t - o f - C u t  p a r a m e t e r s
% t h e  r o o t  m e a n  s q u a r e  a n d  95% o f  c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l
m ea n _ w n  = s q r t ( s u m ( w n . ^ 2 ) / c y c l e ) ;
e r r o r _ w n  = 1 . 9 6 * s t d ( w n ) ;
m e a n _ z e t a  = s q r t  ( s u m (  z e t a .  ~ 2 ) / c y c l e )  ;•
e r r o r _ z e t a  = 1 . 9 6 * s t d ( z e t a ) ;
f o r  i = l : ( o r d e r / 2 )
e r r o r _ m o d e ( 1 , i ) = s t d ( w n _ m o d e ( : , i ) ) ;
m e a n _ m o d e ( 1 , i ) = s q r t ( s u m ( w n _ m o d e ( : , i ) . ~ 2 ) / c y c l e ) ;
e n d
%% a v e r a g e  t h e  d e c a y  a f t e r  2 n d  v i b r a t i o n ,  s i z e  s h o u l d  b e  c h e c k e d  
f o r  i = l : c y c l e
[ p k s  I o c s ] = f i n d p e a k s ( - d e c a y ( : , i ) ) ;
t e m p _ s i g n a l ( : , i )  = d e c a y ( I o c s ( 1 ) : I o c s ( 1 ) + 1 5 7 , i ) ;
c l e a r  p k s  I o c s
e n d
f o r  i = l : l e n g t h ( t e m p _ s i g n a l )
s i g n a l ( i , l )  = m e a n ( t e m p _ s i g n a l ( i , : ) ) ;
e n d
c l e a r  t . e mp_s . i . gna l
% p l o t  
f  i g u r e ( 2 ) ;
p l o t ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g n a l ) - 1 ) , s i g n a l )  
t i t l e ( ' O u t - o f - c u t  P r o f i l e ' )  
x l a b e K ' T i m e  [ s  ] ' ) 
y l a b e l ( ' F o r c e  ( N ] ' )
x l i m ( [0  m a x ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g n a l ) - 1 ) ) ] )
%% PSD f r o m  a v e r a g e d  d e c a y
p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e = p s d ( h , s i g n a l , ' s p e c t r u m t y p e 1 , ' o n e s i d e d ' , ' F s ' , f s ) ; 
f r e _ P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . F r e q u e n c i e s ;
P s d  = p o w 2 d b ( p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . d a t a ) ;
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f i g u r e (3 )
p l o t ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ( P s d )  
h o l d  o n  
g r i d  on
x l i m ( [ 0  m a x ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ) ] )
%% p a r a m e t e r s _ _ s t a . t i c  [ i n p u t ]  
k _ s t a  = 2 . 9 8 5 5 e + 0 6 ;  
w n _ s t a  = 6 3 9 . 4 2 1 8 ;
k  = k _ s t a * m e a n _ w n /' 2 / w n _ s t a /' 2  ;
%% k a l m a n  f i l t e r :  e s t i m a t e d  a c t u a l  c u t t i n g  f o r c e s  
Fm = [ t i m e 1 f o r c e ' ] ;
[ F c h a t ,  Fxnhat ]  = e s t i m a t e d ( F m , n o i s e , N T , k , m e a n _ w n , m e a n _ z e t a ) ;
p l o t  
f i g u r e (4 )
p l o t ( t i m e , f o r c e , ' b ; ' )  
h o l d  o n .
p l o t ( F c h a t . t i m e ,  F c h a t . s i g n a l s . v a l u e s , ' r - - 1)
t i t l e ( { ' E s t i m a t e  C u t t i n g  F o r c e  b y  K a l m a n  F i l t e r S m a r t  T o o l  o n  R a d i a l ' } )  
l e g e n d ( ’E x p e r i m e n t a l  D a t a 1, 1 E s t i m a t e d  C u t t i n g  F o r c e 1 ) 
x l a b e l ( ' t i m e  [ s ] ' )  
y l a b e l ( ’ F o r c e  [ N ] ' )
%% s e p a r a t i o n  o f  i n - c u t  v i b r a t i o n :  s e p a r a t e d  i n - c u t  p r o f i l e  a n d  
% d e - t r e n d e d  c u t t i n g  f o r c e  
f o r  i = l : c y c l e
d e c a y 2 ( : , i )  = f o r c e ( 1 , ( i n i t i a l ( i ) - r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * 1 / 4 * 1 . 0 5 ) ) : ( i n i t i a l ( i ) - 1 ) ) ' ;  
p s e u d o ( : , i )  = F c h a t . s i g n a l s . v a l u e s ( ( i n i t i a l ( i ) -  . . .  *
r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * l / 4 * l . 0 5 ) ) : ( i n i t i a l ( i ) - 1 ) , 1 ) ;  
i n c u t ( : , i ) =  d e c a y 2 ( : , i ) - p s e u d o ( : , i ) ;
e n d
%%
r e f _ R _ 2  = f o r c e ( 1 , ( i n i t i a l ( 1 ) - r o u n d ( R e v S t e p * 1 / 4 * 1 . 0 5 ) : ( i n i t i a l ( 3 0 ) - 1 ) ) ) ;  
s e p _ R _ 2  = z e r o s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( r e f _ R _ 2 ) )  
s e p _ R _ p  = z e r o s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( r e f _ R _ 2 ) )  
s e p _ R _ i  = z e r o s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( r e f _ R _ 2 ) )
%%
f o r  i = l : c y c l e
t e m p  = l e n g t h ( d e c a y 2 ) ;
s e p _ R _ 2 ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i ) - ( i n i t i a l ( 1 ) - 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( i ) - i n i t i a l ( 1 ) + t e m p )  . . .
= d e c a y 2 ( : , i ) ;
s e p _ R _ p ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i ) - ( i n i t i a l ( 1 ) - 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( i ) - i n i t i a l ( 1 ) + t e m p )  . . .
= p s e u d o  ( : , i ) ; '.
s e p _ R _ i ( 1 , i n i t i a l ( i ) - ( i n i t i a l ( 1 ) - 1 ) : i n i t i a l ( i ) - i n i t i a l ( 1 ) + t e m p )  . . .
= i n c u t ( : , i ) ;
e n d
c l e a r  t e m p
%% c o n f i r m  t h e  o r d e r  o f  LPC
p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e = p s d ( h , s e p _ R _ i , ' s p e c t r u m t y p e ' , ' o n e s i d e d ' , ' F s ' , f s ) ; 
f r e _ P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . F r e q u e n c i e s ;
P s d  = p o w 2 d b ( p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . d a t a ) ;
H s = s p e c t r u m . w e l c h ( ' h a n n ' ) ;  
f i g u r e (5 )
p l o t ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ,  P s d ,  ' x —  ' ) 
h o l d  on  
g r i d  o n
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x l i m ( [ 0  m a x ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ) 3 )  
p s d (H s , s e p _ R _ i , ' F s ' , f  s ) 
t i t l e ( ’ PSD E s t i m a t e , I n - C u t 1) 
l e g e n d f ' P e r i o d o g r a m ' , ' W e l c h ' ) 
h o l d  o f f
c l e a r  p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e  f r e _ P s d  P s d
%% L i n e a r  P r e d i c t i o n  C o d i n g  ( I n - c u t )  
o r d e r  = 1 0 ;  
f o r  i = l : c y c l e
S = i n c u t ( : , i ) ;
[Ak Ve ]  = l p c ( S , o r d e r ) ; % A k : c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  V e : e r r o r  v a r i a n c e  
Z p o l e s  = r o o t s ( A k ) ;  
s y s d  = t f ( 1 , A k , 1 / f s ) ;  
s y s c  = d 2 c ( s y s d , ' z o h ' ) ;
POLES = p o l e ( s y s c ) ;
c n t  = 0 ;
f o r  j = l : l e n g t h ( P O L E S )
i f  i m a g ( POLES( j ) )  ~= 0 
c n t  = c n t + 1 ;
p a i r P o l e s ( c n t , 1)  = P O L E S ( j , l ) ;
e n d
e n d
d o m i n a n t P  = p a i r P o l e s ( r e a l ( p a i r P o l e s )  == m a x ( r e a l ( p a i r P o l e s ) ) ) ;  
w d _ 2 ( i , l )  = i m a g ( ( d o m i n a n t P ( 1 ) ) ) / ( 2 * p i ) ;
wn_2 ( i , 1)  = ( s q r t  ( r e a l  ( d o m i n a n t P  (1 )  ) /' 2 + i m a g  ( d o m i n a n t P  (1)  ) ~2 ) ) /  ( 2 * p i )  ; 
z e t a _ 2 ( i , 1)  = s q r t ( ( w n _ 2 ( i , 1 ) ~ 2 - w d _ 2 ( i , 1 ) ~ 2 ) ) / w n _ 2 ( i , 1 ) ;
f o r  j  = 1 : (  l e n g t h ( p a i r P o l e s ) / 2  )
t e m p _ w n _ m o d e _ 2 ( i , j ) = ( s q r t ( r e a l ( p a i r P o l e s ( ( l e n g t h ( p a i r P o l e s ) -  . . .  
2 * ( j - l ) ) , l  ) ) " 2 + i m a g ( p a i r P o l e s ( ( l e n g t h ( p a i r P o l e s ) - 2 * ( j - 1 ) ) , 1  ) ) /' 2 ) ) . . .  
/ ( 2  * p i ) ;  ■
e n d
c l e a r  p a i r P o l e s
e n d
%% s t a t i s t i c s  o f  I n - C u t  p a r a m e t e r s
% t h e  r o o t  m e a n  s q u a r e  a n d  95% o f  c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l  
m e a n _ z e t a _ 2  = s q r t ( s u m ( z e t a _ 2 . ^ 2 ) / c y c l e ) ; 
e r r o r _ z e t a _ 2  = 1 . 9 6 * s t d ( z e t a _ 2 ) ;  
m e a n_ w n _2  = s q r t ( s u m ( w n _ 2 . ~ 2 ) / c y c l e ) ; 
e r r o r _ w n _ 2  = 1 . 9  6 * s  t d (w n _ 2 ) ;
f o r  i = l : ( o r d e r / 2 )
e r r o r _ m o d e _ 2 ( 1 , i ) = s t d (w n _ m o d e _ 2 ( : , i ) ) ;
m e a n _ m o d e _ 2 ( 1 , i ) = s q r t ( s u m ( w n _ m o d e _ 2 ( : , i ) . " 2 ) / c y c l e ) ;
e n d
%% a v e r a g e  s i g n a l  
f o r  i = l : l e n g t h ( d e c a y _ 2 )
s i g ( i , l )  = m e a n ( d e c a y _ 2 ( i ,  : ) ) ; 
s i g _ l ( i , l )  = m e a n ( p s e u d o ( i ,  : ) ) ;  
s i g _ 2 ( i , l )  = m e a n ( i n c u t ( i ,  : ) )  ;
e n d  
% p l o t  
f i g u r e ( 6 ) ;
p l o t ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g ) - 1 ) , s i g )
h o l d  o n  *
p l o t ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g ) - 1 ) , s i g _ l , ’b : ’ ) 
p l o t ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g ) - 1 ) , s i g _ 2 , 1b - . 1)
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h o l d  off
t i t l e ( 1 I n - C u t  Profile ') 
x l a b e l ( 'Time Is]') 
y l a b e l ( ' Force[ N ] ’ )
x l i m ( [0  m a x ( d t * ( 0 : l e n g t h ( s i g ) - 1 ) ) ] )
l e g e n d ] 'Experiment Bata1,'Psuedo Force','Vibration')
%% PSD
p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e = p s d ( h , s i g _ 2 , 'spectrumtypeonesided ' , ' F s ' . f s ) ;  
f r e _ P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . F r e q u e n c i e s ;
P s d  = p o w 2 d b ( p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . d a t a ) ; 
f i g u r e (3)
p l o t  ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 , P s d , 'r') 
h o l d  off 
g r i d  on
x l i m ( [ 0  m a x ( f r e _ P s d / 1 0 0 0 ) ] )  
t i t l e ] 'Power Spectral Density') 
l e g e n d ( ’Out-of-cut' , ' In-Cut' )  
y l a b e l ] ' Power/frequency (dB/Hz)' )  
x l a b e l ( ' Frequency (kHz) ' )
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APPENDIX F
IDENTIFIED SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND VALIDATTION OF SIMULATION 
RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Comparison of the Simulation Results to Stable Experimental Cuts
Table F.l: Cases for Comparison, havg = 0.001 [in]








The case with half immersion at 2600 [RPM] is already discussed in Chapter 4 in terms 
of validation with stable experimental cut and chatter prediction.
Here is cutting coefficients (cutter and material pair) for other experimental cuts.
' ^ r c  ^ f 322e6 [N/m2] '
Kre 1 I 10.7e3 [N/m]
K t c  ( | 856e6 [N/m2]
U t e J , 21.2e3 [N/m] ,
Figures F.l, F.2, F.3, and F.4 show the simulation results and the experimental data for 
variety cuts based on Table F.l. Same as previous case, the validation is performed in 
terms of the maximum peak force, the force profile, and the force measurements 
frequency contents.
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System Parameters from Stable Experimental data with Given Cutting Conditions
Table F.3: System Parameters, Half Immersion, 600 [RPM]
Workpiece System
X Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cx_workpiece_dyn ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cx_process ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.248 913 0.25696 893
stdv 0.0614 54.57 0.12874 32.98
Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cy_workpiece_dyn ®n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cy_process ©n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.204 1024 0.23361 1012
stdv 0.0920 72.18 0.11892 40.75
Tool System
R Out-of-cut In-Cut
Ct_tool_dyn ®n_t_tool_dyn [Hz] Ct_process ®n_t_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.065 645 0.19456 638
stdv 0.0151 4.41 0.07537 49.28
T Out-of-cut In-Cut
^r_tool_dyn ®n_r_tool_dyn [Hz] Ct_process ®n_r_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.073 646 0.26700 654
stdv 0.0106 5.10 0.10531 43.36
Table F.4: System Parameters, Half Immersion, 3600 [RPM]
Workpiece System
X Out-of-cut In-Cut
^x_workpiece_dyn ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cx_process ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.047 866 0.11641 848
stdv 0.0023 5.91 0.00432 58.95
Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cy_workpiece_dyn ®n_y_workpiec„dyn [Hz] Cy_process ®n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.101 1054 0.18891 1036
stdv 0.0182 29.54 0.07904 78.99
Tool System
R Out-of-cut In-Cut
Ct_tool_dyn ©n_t_tool_dyn [Hz] Ct_process ®n_t_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.058 605 0.07016 608
stdv 0.0069 4.81 0.01593 12.09
T Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cr_tool_dyn ®n_r_tool_dyn [Hz] Ct_process ®n_r_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0.113 598 0.18752 603
stdv 0.0059 13.17 0.02397 52.06
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Table F.5: System Parameters, Slot, 600 [RPM]
Workpiece System
X Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cx_workpiece_dyn ®n_x__workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cx_process Wn_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .0 7 3 895 0 .1 6 9 1 3 9 0 2
stdv 0 .0 2 5 2 19.49 0 .0 5 0 2 8 4 3 .4 1
Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cy_workpiece_dyn ®n_y_workpiec„dyn [Hz] Cy_process ®n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .1 2 3 1040 0 .1 9 1 5 7 1012
stdv 0 .0 7 9 4 25 .61 0 .0 8 2 4 7 8 3 .6 6
Tool System
X  & Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
Ct_tool_dyn ®n_t_tool_dyn [Hz] Ct_process t0n_t_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .0 5 5 6 48 0 .1 9 0 7 4 6 3 9
stdv 0 .0091 5.11 0 .0 7 1 7 3 3 8 .4 9
Table F.6 : System Parameters, Slot, 3600 [RPM]
Workpiece System
X Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cx_workpiece_dyn ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cx_process ®n_x_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .1 3 8 891 0 .2 0 9 2 4 807
stdv 0 .0 5 3 5 2 7 .7 2 0 .0 4 0 0 8 4 6 .7 0
Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
Cy_workpiece_dyn ®n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz] Cy_process ®n_y_workpiec_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .1 2 3 1098 0 .1 9 5 9 2 921
stdv 0 .0 5 3 7 5 3 .8 0 0 .0 5 1 2 7 8 6 .4 7
Tool System
X  & Y Out-of-cut In-Cut
CtooLdyn ®n_tool_dyn [H z] p^rocess ®n_tool_dyn [Hz]
avg 0 .091 60 2 0 .1 9 8 0 2 6 0 9
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MATLAB Program (Function'): Extended Kalman Filter
%% Extended Kalman Filter
% This Kalman filter includes the h a r m o n i c  force model and second order sensor 
% dynamics.
% In order to execute this function, Ad, Gd, h ,  Hhat, IC have to be defined 
% as global variables (define in main program)
%
% inputs: Fm: experimental data [n x 2] [time data)
% noise: noise matrix
% NT: number of Teeth
% k: dynamic stiffness
% wn: dynamic natural frequency
% zeta: dynamic damping ratio
% output: estimated applied force (Fchat)
f u n c t i o n  [ F c h a t ]  = e s t i m a t e d ( F m , n o i s e , N T , k , w n , z e t a )
global Ad Gd H H h a t  I C ;
t i m e  = Fm( : , 1 )  1 ; 
f o r c e  = Fm( : , 2 )  ' ;
d t  = ( t i m e ( 2 ) - t i m e ( 1 ) ) ;  
f s  = 1 / d t ;
% system parameters
m = k  / ( w n * 2 * p i ) A2 ; % [ k g j ;  
c  = 2 * z e t a  * s q r t ( k  * m ) ;  % [N-s/m];
%% FFT(Frequency Response Function) of the Force M e a s u r e m e n t s  
[ f r e q u e n c y  m a g n i t u d e ]  = F D ( f o r c e , f s ) ;
% FD: function for FFT usir.a hannina window
%% R u n o u t  F r e q u e n c y  [Hz]
[ p k s  I o c s ] = f i n d p e a k s ( m a g n i t u d e , ' s o r t s t r ' , ' d e s c e n d ' ) ;
F r e R u n o u t  = f r e q u e n c y ( m i n ( I o c s ( 1 : 5 ) ) ) ;  % t o o t h  p a s s i n g  f r e q u e n c y  
F r e T o o t h  = F r e R u n o u t  * NT;  % r u n o u t  f r e q u e n c y  
c l e a r  p k s  I o c s
%% T h e  o r d e r  o f  H a r m o n i c  f o r c e  m o d e l  d e p e n d s  o n  n a t u r a l  f r e q u e n c y  
% h a r m o n i c  f o r c e  m o d e l
l i m i t  = w n / F r e R u n o u t ; 
n  = f l o o r ( 0 . 9 * l i m i t ) ;
% T h e  n u m b e r  o f  h a r m o n i c s  i s  u s e d  f o r  t h e  E x t e n d e d  K a l m a n  F i l t e r
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%% G e n e r a t e  C o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  F o u r i e r  s e r i e s  (An. C o _ i n f o . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) )  
i n d e x S  = z e r o s ( 1 , n + 1 ) ; 
i n d e x E  = z e r o s ( 1 , n + 1 ) ;
D a t a l n d e x  = z e r o s ( l , n ) ;
C o _ i n f o ( 1 , n )  = s t r u c t ( ’ D a t a l n d e x ' , z e r o s ( 1 ) , ' P o s i t i o n ' , z e r o s ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;
i n d e x S (1 )  = 1 ; 
i n d e x E ( l )  = 1 ;  
f o r  i = l : n  
i f  i = = l
w h i l e  f r e q u e n c y ( i n d e x S ( i ) ) < F r e R u n o u t  
i n d e x S ( i )  = i n d e x S ( i ) + l ;
e n d
w h i l e  f r e q u e n c y ( i n d e x E ( i ) ) < F r e R u n o u t  
i n d e x E ( i ) = i n d e x E ( i ) + 1 ;
e n d
e l s e
w h i l e  f r e q u e n c y ( i n d e x S ( i ) ) < f l o o r ( C o _ i n f o ( 1 , 1 ) . P o s i t i o n ( 1 ) * i )  
i n d e x S ( i )  = i n d e x S ( i ) + l ;
e n d
w h i l e  f r e q u e n c y ( i n d e x E ( i ) )  < c e i l ( C o _ i n f o ( l , 1 ) . P o s i t i o n ( l ) * i )  
i n d e x E ( i ) = i n d e x E ( i ) +1 ;
e n d
e n d
D a t a l n d e x ( i )  = f i n d ( m a g n i t u d e  == . . .
m a x ( m a g n i t u d e ( 1 , i n d e x S ( i ) - 1 : i n d e x E ( i ) + 1 ) ) )  
C o _ i n f o ( l , i )  = s t r u c t ( ' D a t a l n d e x ' , D a t a l n d e x ( i ) , . . .
' P o s i t i o n ' , [ f r e q u e n c y ( D a t a l n d e x ( i ) ) . m a g n i t u d e ( D a t a l n d e x ( i ) ) ] )
i n d e x S {i  +1)  = i n d e x S ( i ) ;  
i n d e x E ( i + 1 )  = i n d e x E ( i ) ;
e n d
%% PSD f r o m  t h e  f o r c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s
h  = s p e c t r u m . p e r i o d o g r a m ( ' h a n n ' ) ;  % s p e c t r u m  o b j e c t  ( p e r i o d o g r a m )  . 
p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e  = p s d ( h , f o r c e , ' s p e c t r u m t y p e ' , ' o n e s i d e d ' , ’ F s 1 , f s ) ; 
f r e P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . F r e q u e n c i e s ; .
P s d  = p s d _ e s t _ l s i d e . d a t a ;
%% A r e a  o f  PSD = v a r i a n c e  
% f i n d  P e a k s ’ P o s i t i o n  f r o m  PSD: h e i g h t
p e a k ( 1 , n )  = s t r u c t ( ’ D a t a l n d e x ’ , z e r o s ( 1 ) , ' P o s i t i o n ' , z e r o s ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;  
f o r  i = l : n
D a t a l n d e x ( i )  = C o _ i n f o ( 1 , i ) . D a t a l n d e x ;
p e a k ( 1 , i ) = s t r u c t ( ’D a t a l n d e x ' , D a t a l n d e x ( i ) , . . .
' P o s i t i o n ' , [ f r e P s d ( D a t a l n d e x ( i ) ) , P s d ( D a t a l n d e x ( i ) ) ] )
e n d
% d e f i n e  b a n d . o f  P e a k s :  w i d t h
b a n d ( 1 , n * 2 ) = s t r u c t ( ' D a t a l n d e x ' , z e r o s ( 1 ) , ' P o s i t i o n ' , z e r o s ( 1 , 2 ) ) ;
f o r  i = l : n
t e m p i  = p e a k ( 1 , i ) . D a t a l n d e x ;  
w h i l e  P s d ( t e m p i )  > P s d ( t e m p l - l )  
t e m p i  = t e m p i  -  1 ;
e n d
b a n d ( 1 , ( 2 * i - l ) ) = s t r u c t ( ' D a t a l n d e x ' , t e m p i , '  P o s i t i o n ' , . . .
[ f r e P s d ( t e m p i ) , P s d ( t e m p i ) ] ) ;
t e m p 2  = p e a k ( 1 , i ) . D a t a l n d e x ;  
w h i l e  P s d ( t e m p 2 )  > P s d ( t e m p 2 + 1 )
t e m p 2  = t e m p 2  + 1 ;  '
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end
b a n d ( l , {2 * i ) )  = s t r u c t ( 1D a t a l n d e x ’ , t e m p 2 , ' P o s i t i o n ' , . . .
[ f r e P s d ( t e m p 2 ) , P s d ( t e m p 2 ) ] ) ;
e n d
%% A c . B e , H : S t a t e  S p a c e  M o d e l  o f  K a l m a n  f i l t e r  
Ac = z e r o s ( ( 2 * n + 2 ) , ( 2 * n + 2 ) ) ;
Be = z e r o s ( ( 2 * n + 2 ) , n + 2 ) ;
H = z e r o s ( 1 , ( 2 * n + 2 ) ) ;
H h a t  = z e r o s ( 1 , ( 2 * n + 2 ) ) ;
IC = z e r o s ( ( 2 * n + 2 ) , 1 ) ;  % i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  
f o r  i = l : n
A c ( 1 , 2 )  = 1 ;
A c ( 2 , 1 )  = - k / m ;
Ac ( 2 , 2 )  = - c / m ;
Ac ( ( 2 * i  + l ) ,  ( 2 * i + 2 ) ) =1 ;
Ac ( 2 ,  ( 2 * i  + l ) ) = C o _ i n f o ( 1 , i ) . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) /m;
Ac ( ( 2 * i + 2 ) , ( 2 * i + l ) ) = - (  ( C o _ i n f o ( 1 , i ) . P o s i t i o n ( 1 ) * 2 * p i ) ~ 2  ) ;
% [Hz ] t o  [ r a d / s ]
B e ( 1 , 1 )  = 1 ;
B e ( 2 , 2 )  = 1 ;
B c ( ( 2 * i + 2 ) , 2  + i )  = 1 ;
H ( 1 , 1 )  = k ;
H h a t ( 1 , ( 2 * i + l ) ) = C o _ i n f o ( 1 , i ) . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) ;
I C ( ( 2 * i + l ) , 1 )  = 1 ;
e n d
I C ( 1 , 1 )  = f o r c e ( l ) / k ;
I C ( 2 , 1 )  = ( ( f o r c e d ) - f o r c e ( l ) ) / d t ) / k ; .
%% R:  v a r i a n c e  o f  n o i s e  (MATLAB b u i l t - i n  f u n c t i o n :  v a r )  
R = v a r ( n o i s e ) ;
%% Q m a t r i x  i s  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  o f  i n p u t  
Q = z e r o s ( n + 2 , n + 2 ) ;  
f o r  i = l : n
Q ( 1 , 1 )  = 0 . 0 1 ;
Q ( 2 , 2)  = 0 . 0 1 ;  % u n c e r t a i n t y  o f  s e n s o r  d y n a m i c  m o d e l
n u m p o i n t  = ( b a n d ( l , 2 * i ) . D a t a l n d e x ( 1 ) - b a n d ( 1 , 2 * i - l ) . D a t a l n d e x ( 1 ) ) + 1 ;  
t e m p 3  = b a n d ( 1 , 2 * i - l ) . D a t a l n d e x ) 1 ) ;
f o r  j = l : n u m p o i n t
p o i n t s  < l , j )  = s t r u c t ( 1D a t a l n d e x 1, t e m p 3 , 1 P o s i t i o n  1, . . .
[ f r e P s d ( t e m p 3 ) , P s d ( t e m p 3 ) ] ) ;
t e m p 3  = t e m p 3 + l ;
e n d
w i d t h  = z e r o s ( 1 , n u m p o i n t - 1 ) ;  
h e i g h t  = z e r o s ( 1 , n u m p o i n t - 1 ) ;  
a r e a  = z e r o s ( 1 , n u m p o i n t - 1 ) ;
% n u m e r i c a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  ( c o n v e r t  u n i t : [ H z ]  t o  [ r a d / s ] )  
f o r  k = l : ( n u m p o i n t - 1 )
w i d t h ( k )  = p o i n t s ( 1 , k + 1 ) . P o s i t i o n ( 1 ) - p o i n t s ( 1 , k ) . P o s i t i o n ( 1 ) ;  
h e i g h t ( k )  = ( p o i n t s ( 1 , k + 1 ) . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) + p o i n t s ( 1 , k ) . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) ) * 2 ;  
a r e a ( k )  = ( 2 * p i * w i d t h ( k ) ) * h e i g h t ( k ) ;
e n d
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v a r i a n c e  = z e r o s ( l , n ) ;  
v a r i a n c e  ( 1 ,  i ) = sum ( . a r e a ) ;
% E q u a t i o n  5 . 2 3
Q ( i + 2 , i + 2 )  = v a r i a n c e ( 1 , i ) * . . .
( ( C o _ i n f o (1 ,  i ) . P o s i t i o n ( 1 ) * 2 * p i ) / C o _ i n f o ( 1 , i ) . P o s i t i o n ( 2 ) )  ~ 2 ;
e n d
%% C o m p u t e  D i s c r e t e  K a l m a n  G a i n  (MATLAB b u i l t - i n  f u n c t i o n :  k a l m d )  
s y s  = s s ( A c , B e , H , 0 ) ;
[ R E S T , G d , P , M , Z ]  = k a l m d ( s y s , Q , R , d t ) ;
%% Continuous System to Digital filter (MATLAB built-in function: c2d) 
s y s d  = c 2 d ( s y s , d t , ! zoh');
Ad = s y s d ( 1 , 1 )  . a ;
Bd = z e r o s ( 2 * n + 2 , n + 2 ) ;  
f o r  i = l : n
B d ( : , i )  = s y s d ( l , i ) . b ;
end
%% A p p l i e d  Kalman.  F i l t e r  
p e r i o d  = m a x ( t i m e ) ;
s i m ( ' ApplicationKalmanp e r i o d ) ; % load and run simulink( ,mdl) 
o f f s e t  = m e a n ( F c h a t . s i g n a l s . v a l u e s ) -  m e a n ( f o r c e ) ;  % offset 





Fm Fchaty(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n)
A = Ad-Gd*H 
B = G 
C = H hat
Discrete Fourier transform function using Hanning Window
f u n c t i o n  [ f r e q u e n c y  m a g n i t u d e ]  = F D ( s i g n a l ,  f s  )
n f f t  = 2 ^ n e x t p o w 2 ( l e n g t h ( s i g n a l ) ) ;  % l e n g t h  o f  s i g n a l  
f r e q u e n c y  = f s / 2 * l i n s p a c e ( 0 , l , n f f t / 2 + l ) ; %[Hz] 
w = h a n n i n g ( l e n g t h ( s i g n a l ) ) ;
b f  = v a r (  s i g n a l - m e a n ( s i g n a l )  ) /  v a r ( w ' . * ( s i g n a l - m e a n ( s i g n a l ) ) ) ;
mag  = b f  * f f t ( ( s i g n a l - m e a n ( s i g n a l ) ) . * w ' , n f f t ) . / n f f t ;  
r e  = r e a l ( m a g ) ;  
im  = i m a g ( m a g ) ;
m a g n i t u d e  = s q r t ( r e . A2 + i m . A2 ) ;  
m a g n i t u d e  = m a g n i t u d e ( 1 : n f f t / 2 + 1 ) ;
e n d
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Example of Using Function Code in Main Program
% main program 
c l e a r  all 
c l o s e  all 
c l c
g l o b a l  Ad Gd H H h a t  I C ;
%% {Input}
NT =1; % number of teeth
l o a d  Smart/half _26__t.mat; % load experimental data
%% unit convert
F o r c e  = [ s ( i : e n d ) , s ( 1 : i - 1 ) ] ;
B i t s p e r L b f  = 1 . 6 4 ;  %[bits /  Ibf]
F o r c e  = F o r c e / B i t s p e r L b f ; % [bits]- >  [Ibf.]
F o r c e  = F o r c e  * 4 . 4 4 8 2 2 ;  % [ l b £ ] - > [ N ]
%% offset Range & force separation by user inspection 
% offset Range
o f f s e t R a n g e  = # # ;  % noise separation {input} 
o f f s e t  = m e a n ( F o r c e ( 1 , 1 : o f f s e t R a n g e ) ) ;
F o r c e  = F o r c e  -  o f f s e t ;  
n o i s e  = F o r c e ( 1 , 1 : o f f s e t R a n g e ) ;
% Separation: check the start. & end position.
S t a r t  = # # ;  % { i n p u t }
E n d  = # # ;  % { i n p u t }
f o r c e  = F o r c e ( 1 , S t a r t : E n d ) ; % force separation
t i m e  = s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 1 , S t a r t : End )  -  s t r a i n _ t i m e ( 1 , S t a r t ) ;
%% system parameters {input} 
k _ s t a  = # # ;  % lN/s ' J 
w n _ s t a  = # # ;  % [Hz] 
w n _ d y n  = # # ;  % [Hz] 
z e t a _ d y n  = # # ;
%%
k _ d y n  = k _ s t a  * m e a n _ w n ~ 2 / w n _ s t a ~ 2 ;
Fm = [ t i m e 1 f o r c e 1] ;
’%% function code call 
[ F c h a t ]  = e s t i m a t e d ( F m , n o i s e , N T , k _ d y n , w n _ d y n , z e t a _ d y n ) ;
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The Performance of Extended Kalman Filter in Other Cases
Table G.l: Case Study for Extended Kalman Filter
Radial Immersion Spindle Speed [RPM] Profiles according to direction
Half
600 X, Y, Radial, and Tangential
2600 X, Y, Radial, and Tangential
3600 X, Y, Radial, and Tangential
Slot 600 X,Y
3600 X,Y
The compensated results by the Extended Kalman Filter from experimental data in each 
direction, X, Y, radial, and tangential with half immersion and 2600 rpm are shown in 
Chapter 5. Based on Table G.l, the Extended Kalman Filter applies other cases and 
compensate sensor dynamic effect. The MATLAB function code of Extended Kalman 
Filter is used for all cases with identified dynamic system parameters (k d y n , con_dyn, and 
Cdyn). The identified dynamic system parameters for each case are presented in Appendix 
F. Without any Kalman tuning process, the covariance matrix (Q) of inputs (wn) is 
automatically calculated by MATLAB code. The estimated actual cutting force for each 
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Estimated Cutting Force by Extended Kalman Filter
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The frequency content of the force measurement includes harmonics of tooth 
passing and runout frequency, natural frequency of structures, and chatter frequency (fc). 
Using a comb filter, harmonics of the tooth passing and runout frequency, and natural 
frequency of structures are eliminated from the frequency contents of the force 
measurement. The remaining dominant frequency content is defined as the chatter 
frequency.
Observation from Simulated Chatter
In order to design chatter detection algorithm based on the comb filter, the 
relation between stable cutting and chatter is observed by simulation results and FFT's. 
The stable and unstable simulation results with selected cutting conditions, i.e. 3600 rpm, 
half immersion, havg=0.001 [in], are investigated in terms of frequency content. With 
given cutting conditions, the tool and workpiece system parameters are defined as shown 
in Table F.4. Figure H.l shows the different force profiles of stable cutting and chatter 
with simulated cutting forces and simulated force measurements. From these simulated 
results, chatter frequency can be detected. The FFT of the simulated cutting forces 
between stable cut and chatter (see in Figure H.2) shows that the magnitude of the chatter 
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In the unstable cases, there are two significant peaks (650.1 and 829.7 [Hz]) in 
FFT of the simulated cutting forces in X (see in Figure H.2). Since a peak at 650.1 [Hz] is 
affected by the tool system, chatter frequency is defined as 829.7[Hz], Chatter 
frequencies in other directions are defined 770 [Hz] by significant peak that is not 
associated harmonics of tooth passing frequency (60 [Hz]). These chatter frequencies are 
not observed in stable cuts. In order to detect the chatter frequency from experiments, the 
FFT of simulated force measurements is examined. As seen in Figure H.3, chatter 
frequency can be detected from the stable cutting data. Table H.l shows detected chatter 
frequency from different simulation results. There are some differences of detected 
chatter frequency from simulated cutting force and’ simulated force measurements. The 
systems vibration can explain these differences.
Table H.l: Detection of Chatter Frequency [Hz]
Simulation X Y Radial Tange
Cutting Force (chatter) 829.7 769.4 769.4 769.4
Force Measurement (stable) 829.7 769.4 709 709
Force Measurement (chatter) 824.3 764 705 705
Chatter Frequency Detection from Experimental Cutting Data
Using the experimental data, chatter frequency is detected after eliminating 
harmonics of tooth passing frequency and the systems vibration modes. From the 
frequency contents of experimental data, / toothpass is defined as 59.9 [Hz] from stable data 
and 59.7 [Hz] from chatter. Figure H.4 shows the force profile and the FFT of both stable 
data and chatter in X and Y direction with given cutting conditions, i.e., 3600 rpm, half 
immersion, haVg=0.001[in]. As seen in Figure H.4, the force profile from stable data 
includes both stable cut and chatter.
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Table H.2 shows detected chatter frequencies that are close to the detected chatter 
frequencies from simulation results.




However, chatter frequency detection with the comb filter gives inaccurate results due to 
systems parameters variation. Filtered systems vibration is not straight forward because 
systems vibrations change by each revolutions and the frequency contents of the tool and 
workpiece system compliance is not just the addition of the two frequencies. As the FFT 
of the stable experimental data in the Y directions shows, the frequency content has the 
tool system vibration (649.6 [Hz]) and the workpiece system vibration (1069 [Hz]). If the 
stable experimental data in Y directions is used to chatter frequency detection, chatter 
frequency is 709.6 [Hz]. However, since the experimental chatter shows the chatter 
frequency is near 817.2 [Hz], the frequency contents at 709.6 [Hz] is not chatter 
frequency and is somewhat affected by systems vibration. The frequency content of 
stable experimental data also contains possible chatter frequency 819.8[Hz]. The accurate 
chatter frequency detection is required understanding the frequency contents changing 
unexpectedly due to the system vibration.
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